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Foreword

It has been a rewarding experience to have become acquainted with

the people of Deep River Meeting as revealed in the monthly

meeting Minutes and the many other sources and memorabilia of

the last two centuries and more. The Minutes are usually quite

routine, but the good people shine through, as I have tried to

indicate especially.

Perhaps the strength and the greatness of the people was due in

part to geography. They were near the center of North Carolina

Yearly Meeting during most of the two centuries when it met in

annual session at Centre, New Garden and High Point. This tended

to draw them into broader participation.

When concern for a Quaker school developed in the first half of

the nineteenth century culminating in New Garden Boarding

School (now Guilford College), Deep River Friends were instru-

mental in determining its location only a few miles away. The
meeting furnished seven trustees who served a total of 104 years

including the longest chairmanship in the history of the college.

They kept the members informed and interested.

But there were also other factors that influenced the depth of

religious life and concern at Deep River. In the era when "visiting

Friends" were a vital part of Quakerism, the Minutes reveal a

surprising number of Deep River members (nineteen in slightly

more than the first decade) traveling to all parts of the eastern

seaboard and even occasionally abroad. In return, some twenty-

eight Friends reciprocated by visiting Deep River from England
and many of our states. This reciprocity gave depth and breadth to

the life of the local meeting.

One of the surprises and pleasures the writer had in studying the

history of Deep River was to discover that three of his great-great-

grandfathers were associated with this monthly meeting. They are

named here to call attention to the flow of migrations which appar-
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ently was typical of Friends and others in those days.

Latham Folger was born (1749) on Nantucket Island, was mar-

ried ( 1 777) in North Carolina, and died ( 1 833) in Indiana. Simon B.

Hadley was born (1765) in Pennsylvania, married at Cane Creek

(1787), North Carolina, and died (1843) m Hendricks County,

Indiana. George Haworth, born (1749) in Frederick County, Vir-

ginia, moved to North Carolina (1775) and died (1837) in Ver-

milion County, Indiana. He was a recorded minister and rode

horseback to attend Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1 807 as an official

representative from Miami, Ohio, Quarterly Meeting.

You may discover an ancestor, if not in the flesh, perhaps "in the

Spirit," as you read the book, for there are many dedicated Quaker
Christians pictured in these pages who are worthy of our emula-

tion.

C.E.H.
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Origins and Sources

"In the Beginning"

The people who settled the Deep River Meeting area were not

seeking material things primarily. They were seeking freedom to

worship, and to build a good life. They were serious-minded,

hardworking, capable people. Most of the men had skills: farming,

milling, tanning, blacksmithing, shoemaking and woodworking.

The women brought with them the articles which would be needed

in pioneer homes: spinning wheels, reels and looms, long-handled

frying pans, skillets, spiders and trivets. They knew how to set dyes

and how to concoct colors. The people had a "firm work ethic,

traditional honesty, and a powerful sense of independence and

self-sufficiency."
1 They had high moral values and strong religious

convictions.

These pioneers possessed a high level of literacy. A study of the

first four deed books in Guilford County recently made by Fred

Hughes reveals that 85.73% of the people signed their legal papers,

while less than 15% had to use a mark. Of the 3 1 8 men who did use

a mark, only 22 were identifiable as Quakers. He did not find a

single Quaker woman who could not sign her name. 2

The third quarter of the eighteenth century saw a heavy influx of

settlers into Guilford County (organized in 1 770) and into what was

later (1868) Deep River Township, a section of land about six miles

by eight miles lying in mid-Guilford next to the Forsyth County line

on the west. One careful student of those early days thinks that

by 1775 there were as many as 40,000 families living between

Hillsborough and Salisbury. 3 Available statistics show that the pop-

ulation of the entire colony increased from 36,000 in 1729 to

350,000 in 1775, a ten-fold increase in forty-six years. 4

The residents of what later became Deep River Township were
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"mostly Quakers." 5 The first two churches in the Township were

Friends meetings: Deep River (1753) and Upper Reedy Fork

(1786). The latter was set up as a monthly meeting under New
Garden in 1818 and the name was changed to Dover. The location

of the Upper Reedy Fork Meeting was some nine miles from the

Deep River meeting house and about one mile northeast of pres-

ent-day Colfax. An early Friends school house is still standing

nearby and is now used as a residence.

The early Quaker settlers of this area were largely from monthly

meetings in the rural counties surrounding Philadelphia: Chester,

Falls, Buckingham, New Garden, Springfield and a half-dozen

others. Some had sojourned for a few years in the vicinity of

Winchester, Virginia, in the Shenandoah Valley where a grant of

100,000 acres from the government of the Province of Virginia had

been arranged by Alexander Ross and others in 1732. Hopewell

Monthly Meeting was the strongest in the area. Some of the later

arrivals in Guilford County, 1770-1775, were from the Island of

Nantucket.

Some idea of the heavy influx of Friends into this area can be

gained by looking at the number of membership certificates

coming to Deep River Monthly Meeting in those early days. When
Friends moved into the newer frontier, they were expected to take

their memberships with them. This was done by means of a "certifi-

cate" which in fact certified that the bearer was a Quaker in good
standing.

In the first decade, 1778-1788, after Deep River became a

monthly meeting and thus was qualified to accept certificates, it

received a total ofone hundred and fifty-nine. Eighty-eight of these

are recorded in the Men's Minutes and seventy-one are recorded in

the Women's Minutes. These certificates carried the names of four

hundred twenty-three people.

In addition to these members received by certificate there were

also forty-two requests for membership. Of these, eighteen repre-

senting forty-five persons are recorded in the Men's Minutes and
are mostly male although occasionally a father requested member-
ship for a daughter who was a minor. Again, of the forty-two

requests for membership twenty-four are recorded in the Women's
Minutes representing fifty persons.

Adding the persons coming into membership by request to the
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members coming by certificate, we have a total of five hundred
fifteen new members in the first ten years. This is probably a

conservative number, for some of the certificates are rather vague.

For instance, a minute ofJanuary, 1788 states: "Seth Huddlestone

produced a certificate to this Meeting for himself and family." No
names or numbers were given. The same is true of at least four

other certificates in the first decade. Of course, there were some
removals to other meetings and this would reduce the net gain.

However, the removals were not as frequent as in later years. These

increases in membership were impressive.

Many early meetings in Carolina were given names that would

help to identify their location: Core Sound, Neuse, and Carvers

Creek in East Carolina; Cane Creek, Back Creek, Gum Swamp, and

Pilot Mountain in the Piedmont. In the case of Deep River, the

name seems to have been given to the principal stream of the area

long before white people were here. On a map drawn in 1733 by

Edward Mosley, Surveyor for the Crown, this was the name given to

the river. It is really not a very deep stream, at least not in Guilford

County where the headwaters rise. The Friends Meeting House is

on a relatively high plateau with the West Fork of the river two miles

distant and the East Fork about a mile away. Twice in the Minutes of

New Garden Meeting this expression occurs: "Friends in the forks

of Deep River. . .
." The river and its tributaries were important for

providing water for farm animals and water power for the several

grist mills that were built almost as soon as people established their

homes. One person in the community can remember hearing an

announcement in meeting for worship on Sunday regarding which

of the seven active mills within the township would be grinding and
on which days each would grind. 6

Deep River Meeting itself begins to show up in official Minutes in

At the Monthly Meeting of Cane Creek held at New Garden
Eleventh month, fourth, 1753 . . . New Garden Preparative

meeting informs that friends of Deep River request to hold

a meeting for worship among themselves every other fifth

day [Thursday] in each month at the home ofThomas Mills

with which this meeting agrees and indulge until further

orders.

A later minute during the same meeting reads:
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Mordecai Mendenhall and Walter Thornborough request

the privilege of holding meeting for worship every second

First Day [Sunday] of each month at that place which upon
consideration this meeting indulges until further orders.

After New Garden had become a full and separate monthly

meeting and was now the parent meeting which had the care of

Deep River Friends, we find this minute: "30 of ye 1 ith month,

1 754: Friends at Deep River requested a meeting for worship at the

house of Benjamin Beeson which this meeting grants until further

orders. Except when it is at Mordecai Mendenhalls." A few months

later (31st of 5th mo., 1755) in the New Garden Minutes we read:

"Friends of the forks of Deep River requests the privilege of having

a meeting on first day circulate betwixt Benjamin Beesons and

Mordecai Mendenhalls which this meeting grants until further

orders."

Still later: "Ye 31st of ye 1st mo., 1756, Friends having had in

consideration for some time the settling of a meeting for worship at

Deep River, it is accordingly concluded the same should be laid

before the Quarterly Meeting for their concurence."

Then in Eastern Quarterly Meeting held two hundred miles

away:

At the old neck in the county of Perquimons the 27 day of

the 2nd mo, 1 756, it appeared to this meeting by a few lines

from friends of New Garden that friends near Deep River

were desirous to have a first day meeting for worship settled

among them, and friends having weightily considered

thereof think it may not be improper to grant them the

Liberty.

A still later minute dated in 1757 tells us: "Richard Beeson requests

a meeting for worship to be held at his house once in two weeks on a

Fifth day of the week which this meeting grants until further

orders."

Why were so many places being designated for worship? During

most of the 1 750s there were only two other Quaker meetings in the

entire Piedmont — Cane Creek and New Garden. Centre began

holding meetings for worship in 1757. There was no Springfield,

no High Point, no Archdale. But there were many Quakers living

all over southern and western Guilford, and Deep River was trying
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to serve them all.

In the second place, if we take a map of the 1750s we find that

these homes which were designated as places for Friends to gather

for worship were scattered around all over southwest Guilford

County: Thomas Mills' home was not far from the present inter-

section of Highways 68 and I-40, maybe a mile from the present

regional airport. Benjamin Beeson lived near the Forsyth County

Line not far from the present Sandy Ridge Methodist Church,

three miles or more west of Deep River. Mordecai Mendenhall

probably lived at that time in the extreme southwest corner of the

county which would now be in south High Point. Walter Thorn-

borough lived about where the Sky City Mall is located, a half-mile

east of where Springfield stands today. Richard Beeson was in a still

different locality, not far from where Ragsdale High School is

today. These five homes mentioned in the various minutes made it

convenient for the scattered families of Deep River to attend some
kind of a religious meeting at least once each week. Travel was not

easy in the 1750s. Even a century later some families were walking

to their churches, although many families had a buggy or wagon.

We can understand the minute of New Garden Monthly

Meeting, written in March, 1758, after Deep River Friends had

completed their first meeting house: "Friends conclude that the

Meeting of Deep River now held at several places shall for the

future be held only at the meeting house there except at Richard

Beesons." This home was not far, perhaps a mile, from where the

little Quaker meeting house was later built on the Mendenhall

property, now in the High Point City Lake Park. Eventually greater

affluence, better modes of travel, and new meetings at Springfield,

Kennet and Providence, and much later, High Point, Oak Hill and

Archdale helped to solve the problem of traveling to meeting. 7

Finally Deep River became a full-fledged monthly meeting by

action of Western Quarterly Meeting which had been set off from

Eastern Quarterly Meeting in 1759. The official action was re-

corded in this way:

The friends appointed last meeting to inspect the capacity

of friends at Deep River respecting their request of holding

a Monthly Meeting amongst themselves report as follows:

We the committee appointed at last meeting to take under
sollid [sic] consideration the request of friends ofDeep River
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respecting their holding monthly meetings agree to report:

we had an opportunity with them, as also a number of our

women friends who united with us, and after a time of

waiting and sollidly [sic] conferring thereon, give it as our

best sense and judgment that the granting of their request

will be consistent with best wisdom. 8

This action, taken on August 8, 1778, culminated in the first

monthly meeting session which was held on September 7, 1778. A
list of ninety-six people will be found in the appendix who were

probably the charter members, although no roster seems to remain

from that early time.

To have a complete picture of the religious life in the Deep River

area, we should remember that there were other religious bodies

represented there. Abbotts Creek Baptist Church was organized in

1756 just over what is now the Forsyth County line and there were

several Baptist families in western Deep River Township (Buis,

Evans and others.) In the northern section of the township two

Methodist churches were organized by 1791 on the headwaters of

the Haw River. John Baldwin and his son, William, were active in

this organization and work. But Friends probably outnumbered all

others in the latter part of the eighteenth century.



New Meetings

"The Vine and the Branches"

With so many new people coming into the area it is not strange to

find Deep River setting up new meetings. A minute dated in May,

1788, seemed to prefer the term, "Branches," giving us our title for

this chapter. A committee was appointed to visit Deep Creek and

Blewes Creek and "the rest of the Branches belonging to this

Meeting and report their care to next."

Springfield Meeting

Springfield was apparently the first "Branch." Meetings for wor-

ship were held there as early as 1773. In 1780, at the request of

Deep River to New Garden Quarterly Meeting, Springfield was set

up as a preparative meeting. In 1 790 it was recognized as a monthly

meeting. Springfield has been called the oldest place of worship in

High Point, although in the early years it was outside the city limits

on the south.

Union Meeting

Friends at Muddy Creek were holding meetings for worship

possibly as early as 1771, and were given the status of an indulged

meeting September 5, 1785. The minutes of May 1, 1786, speak of

"Muddy Creek Preparative Meeting." The name was changed to

Union Monthly Meeting in 1818 when it was given that status by

New Garden Quarterly Meeting action on January 28 of that year.
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A cemetery marks the location today which is about one mile from

the center of Kernersville just off the Salisbury Road on Whicker

Road. The Whicker and Hopkins families still use the burial

ground and maintain the newer section. The older section is some-

what neglected but many gravestones are legible. Migrations to the

West, especially to Wayne and Hendricks Counties in Indiana in the

early 1800s, made serious inroads on the membership and Union
Monthly Meeting was laid down in 1834. The few remaining mem-
bers were transferred to Dover Meeting a few miles away.

Deep Creek

During the period from 1750-1755, a number of Friends moved
into the Yadkin River valley. Deep River Minutes tell us that in July,

1 783, Friends in the Deep Creek area, some 40 miles west, "requests

an indulged meeting." This was approved after an investigating

committee appointed to visit these Friends had recommended it.

Deep Creek Friends Meeting has had a long and fruitful life which

is continuing today.

Blewes Creek

Blewes Creek (spelled several different ways) was another locality

where Friends began to worship together as early as 1792. By
August 1810, the group felt justified in requesting permission from

Deep River to be an indulged meeting. The committee appointed

to visit them "believes it safest to indulge them with holding their

own meeting." The location was probably some twelve miles north-

east ofdowntown Winston-Salem, somewhere near the present-day

Forsyth-Stokes County line. It is not known just when it was laid

down.

Piney Grove

It appears that some Friends coming from the North brought

certificates of membership to Deep River Monthly Meeting, but
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sooner or later continued their journey into South Carolina and

Georgia. At one time Piney Grove Preparative Meeting was set up
under Deep River. The best dates available indicate an existence of

only eighteen years, from 1 797 to 1815. This meeting was located in

Marlborough County, South Carolina, some nine miles north of

present-day Bennettsville. Some members lived in Richmond
County, North Carolina, just over the state line.

North Branch

A small group of Friends called North Branch Meeting existed

for a few years. A recorded minister in Deep River Meeting, Daniel

Barker, took a special interest in this group and moved with his

family into the community to help strengthen the Quaker colony

there. It must have been small; in one report to Deep River (Octo-

ber 1, 1878) the average attendance at First Day School was sixteen

and the school met for only twenty-two weeks, presumably in the

summer time. It was discontinued after Daniel Barker's death in

March, 1892.

Jamestown Indulged Meeting

It appears that the last group of Friends to have an indulged

status was Jamestown Meeting whose members had previously

been members of Deep River Meeting and who continued, under

the indulged status, to belong there. Their request is recorded in

the Minutes of July 6, 1818. As was customary a committee was

appointed to confer with Jamestown Friends and "report their

care," which was done the next month on August 2nd. The Com-
mittee reported that they "think it best to grant their request." The
request of July, 1818, also included this statement: "Friends of

James Town and the neighborhood request the privilege of hold-

ing a meeting for worship on Fourth Day of the Week. . .

."

It appears that there were regular weekday meetings for wor-

ship. This suggests they had a building in which to meet.

The building has remained to this day much as it was originally,

and it has been restored under the expert guidance of the High
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Point Historical Society with the financial backing of the City of

High Point. It is used today occasionally for weddings and small

meetings.

Others

There were probably other small groups of Friends who met
together occasionally for worship. The Minutes of September 3,

1781, contain this entry: "David Brooks laid before this meeting a

concern that attended his mind to have some meetings with the few

Friends and some others who are in the forks of the Yadkin." The
location was probably on the west side of the Yadkin in Davidson

County across from Boone Cave State Park.

There may also have been a Friends group somewhere known as

Hitchcock. Investigation is continuing regarding this location.

Indications are that during the first forty years after becoming a

monthly meeting, Deep River was the mother of at least seven

meetings which advanced as far as being "indulged" meetings.

However, only two of the seven remain as active organizations

today, Springfield and Deep Creek. No new meetings were started

after 1818. Did Deep River lose its evangelistic fervor? Or did

general conditions have a part in the decline of Friends in this area?

Various writers have told us of the hostile social environment that

began to envelop North Carolina Friends in the latter part of the

1700s and the early part of the 1800s. Most Friends refused to take

part in the Revolutionary War because of their long-held peace

testimony, or even to take sides in the conflict. This brought sus-

picion, criticism and even hostility from many neighbors and com-

munity leaders. Later, slavery became an intense issue often invol-

ving the pocketbook; slaves sold for a good price, and most South-

erners wanted to keep them.There were various pressures upon
Friends: economic, political and personal. Adventurous motives

also caused them to seek new places of habitation.

As a result, a substantial number of Friends migrated to the vast

Northwest Territory which was created by the Ordinance of 1787

to be a land forever free from slavery. The population of Friends in

the southern states before the migrations began has been estimated

at 25,000; by the end of the Civil War less than one-tenth of that
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number remained. 1 Stephen B. Weeks in Southern Quakers and

Slavery counted a total of 2,178 written membership certificates

from meetings in the South to meetings in the West, of which 1 ,400

were for entire families, representing probably 4,500 persons. 2

Fortunately there were also strong leaders who elected to remain in

North Carolina and who served as seed for succeeding harvests in

the years to come. Week sums it up very well in these words:

Deep River is, and has been, one of the strongest monthly

meetings. Its record of migration begins with 1811 and

extends to i860. As usual they are all to Indiana except ten,

which are divided between Tennessee, Ohio and Illinois.

Between 1811 and 1845 tne movement was quite uniform.

The favorite objective point was White Water Meeting, In-

diana. Deep River, like New Garden, has had sufficient

vitality to withstand this constant drain on its strength. 3



Visiting Friends

'And Ye Visited Me"

One of the unique things about the Society of Friends, especially in

the first two and one-half centuries, was the traveling ministry of

itinerant Friends. The only thing close to it in other Christian

bodies in America was, perhaps, the Methodist circuit riders. Rufus

Jones tells us, "There can be no doubt that the peripatetic ministers,

both English and American, had a great influence in strengthening

and preserving Quakerism among the colonists." 1 He also quotes

George Keith as saying that it was these "traveling preachers that

kept the Quakers so strong."

Rufus Jones formulated a list of overseas Friends who visited the

Colonies between 1684 and 1773, a list of well over one hundred.

Between 1775 and 1785, he tells us, no English Friend crossed the

Atlantic because of the American Revolution. However, they soon

resumed their visits, for in February 1786, according to Deep River

Minutes, John Townsend of London was present.

Since no Friends had pastors for more than two centuries these

traveling Friends rendered a vital service. Alan Tully writes re-

garding their service, "The Quaker Ministry and visiting elders

played exceedingly important roles as ambassadors of goodwill,

moving from Meeting to Meeting, creating a sense of inclusion, and

soothing ruffled feelings that might produce serious differences

within the Society."2 Deep River Friends both received from, and
contributed to, this "cement of Quaker Society." Within a few

months of the setting up of Deep River as a monthly meeting

Abraham Griffith was a visitor to Deep River from Chester County,

Pennsylvania (2-1779). Twenty-one others followed in the first

decade, although there were almost no inns or ordinaries available
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in most of the southern colonies, and travel was slow and difficult.

Deep River gave generously to this traveling ministry. In the first

minutes (9- 1 778)John Unthank revealed a concern to go on such a

religious visit, and another Friend volunteered to go along as his

companion:

The Preparative Meeting informs this, that Hezekiah San-

ders hath exprest a concern to attend his mind to ac-

company our Friend, John Unthank, in a religious visit to

the meetings of Friends in the lower parts of this Province

and some parts of Virginia as Truth may make way. . . .

It was common practice for someone, possibly not an elder or

minister, to accompany a concerned Friend; often it was a husband

or wife.

Friends coming to Deep River and Friends going out pretty well

balanced each other in number. Nineteen Friends from other

places visited Deep River in the first decade and twenty-one mem-
bers went away in the same period, several traveling as far as

Nantucket.

A century later, when travel was probably easier and Friends a bit

more affluent, these traveling preachers were more numerous.

Twenty Friends were given traveling minutes by Deep River in the

first five years of the meeting's second century (1878-1884), while

twenty-seven came to Deep River from outside the state (see lists in

the appendix). The number no doubt varied from time to time

according to local and national conditions. For instance, large num-
bers of visiting Friends came into North Carolina from the North

immediately after the end of the Civil War to see if they could help,

and from the West to inquire if relatives were still alive and to see

how they were faring. There were other times when there was

special need for visitation and for spiritual guidance.

The concern of visiting Friends was, in many cases, not limited to

attending public meetings. There was also much family visiting,

times when mother and father and children were called from their

work and play to meet and listen to the advice and counsel of the

visitors. This is reflected in the minutes of concern which the

visitors carried from the home meeting. Sarah Barker's concern

(5-1879) read, "to visit the meetings and families of Friends and

others in the limits of Southern, Western, New Garden and some in

Deep River Quarters." It is said that Allen Jay (whose great-grand-
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Eleanor Lassiter Henley was one of the many Deep River Friends who visited

widely. Her husband, David, usually accompanied her. See Chapter 13.

parents were married at Deep River in 1787), who spent only a few

short years in North Carolina during the Reconstruction period

(1868-1874), made as many as three thousand family visits while

here.

Sometimes concerned Friends went on missions for those entire-

ly outside the Society of Friends, as did Nereus Barker in 1879 an<^

again in 1880. James Elliott, referred to above, also had a concern

"to visit the poorhouses and prisons of Chatham and Alamance

counties."

One wonders about the economic side of these visitations. How
did they finance their sometimes rather long trips? There is no

indication that they received any financial assistance during the first

century of Deep River's history, but in April 1881, after Sophia

Barker had explained her leading to visit Friends in Contentnea

and Eastern Quarters, the monthly meeting appointed a committee

"to fit her out." Later, in February 1885, when a similar committee

was appointed they reported that they had furnished her with

twenty-five dollars. This appears to be much more common in the
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second century of the life ofDeep River.

These early Friends had their own unique ways of referring to

their Divine leading on these visits. Daniel Barker, who brought his

membership to Deep River from Holly Spring about 1862, usually

revealed his calling in words like this: he "believed it right for him to

stand resigned to visit Friends and others in the limits" of several

nearby Quarterly Meetings.



DlSOWNMENTS

"Be Not Conformed to this World"

Much has been said through the years about the Quaker procedure

of disownment. What many people may not realize is that most

other religious groups had a similar practice. The Roman Catholic

Church has long condemned those who deviated from its beliefs

and behavioral standards. There were many different degrees of

excommunication and these varied from century to century. The
Church did discipline its members for their misbehavior.

Most Protestant churches today have the necessary machinery

and procedure to dismiss from membership any who do not live up
to their requirements. But they do not, as Friends do not, enforce

such punishment today as they did in earlier years. Count Zinzen-

dorf, one of the early leaders in the Moravian Church, wrote to the

new settlement in America, "In particular I positively forbid the

intermarriage of our Single Sisters' Choir with natives of Pennsyl-

vania." But today Moravians seem to intermarry without a protest

from the church. 1

The Amish people were very strict in colonial days in the practice

of what they called "Bann und Meidung" (excommunication and

shunning) in their efforts to keep "a pure church of believers only."

Shunning required that others receive no favors from the person

being shunned, that they neither buy nor sell with him, that they

not eat at the same table, and "if the case involves husband or wife

they are to suspend their usual marital relations." 2 Only rarely does

shunning take place today.

In a similar way, Friends have had a history of dealing with

wayward members. The Quaker word was "disowning." The "Dis-

cipline," which was the basis for disownments, was formed slowly,

beginning with "Queries" formulated by George Fox which were
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altered from time to time, and "Advices" sent down annually by

yearly meetings. 3 By 1703 an attempt was made to arrange these

Queries and Advices into a formal Discipline which was circulated

in manuscript copies at first. New England produced a printed copy

in 1785 and Philadelphia in 1797.

Deep River Monthly Meeting began disowning members very

early. In the very first minutes of the women Friends, September 7,

1778, only two matters claimed attention: (1) They accepted into

membership a mother and her daughter, Hannah Wright and

daughter Jane, and (2) they took note of a "complaint" against a

woman Friend. The complaint was that she had "accomplished her

marriage contrary to our discipline and likely to have a child too

soon after marriage." With the assistance of men Friends a "paper

of denial" (accusation) was drawn up against her. This was read at

the next monthly meeting. When the Friends appointed to visit her

found her unwilling to "make satisfaction" (that is, apologize) she

was promptly disowned at the third monthly meeting. The history

of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting notes that a committee appointed

in 1755 to revise and strengthen the Queries provided for "the

immediate disownment of any one marrying out of the Society" (italics

added). 4

The first monthly meeting of women Friends, cited above, was

fairly typical of both men and women during the first century of

Deep River history. In those early days there were very few months
when someone was not in the process of being disowned in the

men's meeting and in the women's meeting. In many cases the

committee to visit the accused took several months and several visits

to conclude the matter. At one monthly meeting there were five

cases in various stages of consideration (March 1844).

The complaints ranged over a broad spectrum of misconduct. A
list of thirty taken from the Deep River Minutes is given in the

appendix. In the first decade there were thirty-two complaints

registered in the men's minutes and twenty-two in the women's
minutes. However, not all of these were finally disowned. It is not

always clear from the minutesjust what the final disposition was, for

some appealed to the quarterly meeting and even to the yearly

meeting, as was their right, and the results were not always re-

corded by the monthly meeting. In other instances a committee to

visit the accused did not arrive at a decision until several visits had
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been made over a period of months.

The case of George C. Mendenhall, a prominent Friend living at

Jamestown, is interesting in this regard. The minutes of October 7,

1824, read: "The Preparative Meeting complains of George Men-
denhall for accomplishing his marriage and attending a marriage

both contrary to Discipline, and for deviating from plainness both

in dress and address." The committee appointed to talk with him

did not find "an opportunity" for two months and the third month
they reported that "he requested that friends would wate [sic]

another month." But the next month (December 2, 1824) this

minute is entered: "the case of George Mendenhall being referred

from last meeting to this and the meeting not being free to disown

him, the case is referred to next meeting." InJanuary 1825 we have

this: "The case of George C. Mendenhall being referred from last

meeting to this, and he not coming forward to make satisfaction this

meeting disowns him from being a member thereof."

In spite of this he evidently continued his love for, and his

participation in, Deep River. The new book containing the minutes

from 1837 to 1871 has this entry on the frontispiece: "24th of 6th

mo., 1837. This Record Book was procured in Philadelphia pur-

posely for, and presented to, Deep River Monthly Meeting by

George C. Mendenhall." Later he remembered Deep River in his

will. This entry is found in the minutes for May 1862: "This meet-

ing has received $12.00, one years interest on the money be-

queathed by George C. Mendenhall." And later (February 1867)

after the war was over, the minutes record that the bank notes

(currency) he left to the meeting were sold at a sharp discount

which was given in great detail. The proceeds amounted to less than

ten percent of the original value. He also left some money for the

new meeting house which was finally completed in 1875.

When did Friends' attitudes regarding disownment begin to

soften? In the Minute of Advice sent down by the yearly meeting

and read in Deep River on February 7, 1814, we find this:

The Comm. appted. at the first setting of the [Yearly] Meet-

ing to take into consideration the State of Society propose an

alteration of Discipline in respect to Disowning such as

marry contrary to Discipline, that the word (may) instead of

the word (are) to be inserted in the latter part of that clause

of Discipline, of which this [Yearly] Meeting approves.
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This did not seem to moderate the number of disownments at

Deep River for some time. Checking the number for a decade

(1828 to 1838) the totals are about the same as a half-century

earlier: thirty-two for the men and twenty-four for the women.
However, in at least six of these the men's Minutes record that the

man "produced an offering [apology] which was accepted." And at

least three appealed the decision to the quarterly meeting where

the disownment was reversed. Of the complaints by women Friends

all but five were for "accomplishing her marriage contrary to dis-

cipline" and they were summarily disowned. Only one appealed her

case and it was reversed.

However, by the time another half-century had rolled around

(1878 to 1888) the statistical report, now required of each monthly

meeting, showed: "Number of Disownments, o." In the men's

minutes there was one man complained of "for using profane

language and use of intoxicating liquor," but he avoided disown-

ment by requesting that his name be stricken from the membership
list.

It might give a much better perspective on this whole matter of

disownment to look at some other American yearly meetings.

There was an increasingly severe treatment of those who strayed

from Quaker standards as the eighteenth century progressed.

Deep River was established in the last quarter of that century. Alan

Tully has made an extensive study of disownments in Pennsylvania

covering the years 1726-1 755.
5 Chester Monthly Meeting during

this period charged or complained of a total of 260. Of this total an

even 100 were disowned. In Darby Monthly Meeting 79 were

charged and 30 disowned. In a similar study of the period of 1764
to 1789, a half-century later, dealing with New England and New
York Yearly Meetings, Arthur J. Worrall notes that "dealings" were

much more numerous following 1770, reaching a surprising total

of nearly 900 for the half-decade ending in 1784. Also in this span

of years a much greater percentage of those dealt with were actually

disowned, reaching a ratio of four to one in 1789.

Arthur Worrall comments on these statistics: ".
. . there was a

harsh, unforgiving spirit about dealings. As a result Quakers dis-

owned many members for small offenses. . . . The most harmful

circumstance was that the majority of disownments were of youth-

ful members." 6 The charges against them were usually related to
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marriage, courtship, and misbehavior which were more likely to

involve young people. This tended to deplete the membership of

Friends, since it was these young people who were forming families

and having children.

The Janney brothers whose family belonged to Goose Creek
Meeting in Loudoun County, Virginia, have written about the

matter of disownment there in those early days. Goose Creek be-

longed to Baltimore Yearly Meeting after 1790 and "was one of the

largest meetings in Baltimore Yearly Meeting from 1850 to 1900."

At Fairfax Monthly Meeting, especially, it did not take much
to get you disowned. Attending the wedding of your sister

or brother contrary to discipline would do it. James Shreve

was disowned in 1776 because he had "taken a bee tree."

Obviously something went on that we don't know about; we
can often only complain because the old minutes approach
matters so obliquely and sometimes are deliberately uncom-
municative. 7

Even in Goose Creek proper, the disownment rate was dismal.

There was one redeeming factor in the disownments in Loudoun
County. The Minutes often read like this: "We deny her any longer

right of membership until she be enabled to make a suitable satis-

faction for her offense, which is our desirefor her." Or in the case of a

young man: "We deny him any longer right ofmembership with us,

until he becomes convinced of his error, and requests to be re-

instated, which we desire him." And again at the close ofan expulsion:

"that in all things he may attend to the Divine Light in his own soul is

our desirefor him" (italics added in each case). This degree ofconcern

for the offender somewhat relieves the harshness of thejudgment.

In conclusion, then, one would have to say that Deep River

shared the concern of Friends generally for high standards of daily

behavior and a desire to preserve Friends' testimonies. For the first

one hundred years it appears from the minutes that the monthly

meeting charged an average of at least five persons (men and
women each year, which would make a total of five hundred for the

period. If this seems an exaggeration, it should be remembered
that Chester Monthly Meeting in Pennsylvania from which many of

the earliest Friends had come to Deep River complained of a total of

260 in one-fourth of this time, that is, a quarter of a century.

However, those complained of had the opportunity ofappearing
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before the monthly meeting and submitting an acknowledgement

of guilt, condemning the lapse in general and his specific lapse in

particular. This, at least for quite a period of time, was read in

public at the close of the meeting for worship. It is difficult, as noted

earlier, to determine in many cases whether the member was actu-

ally and finally disowned.

But of greatest importance is the spirit in which the offender was

dealt with. Was it vindictive, based on a desire for punishment or

revenge? Or were offenders dealt with tenderly in caring concern

and redemptive love? One must conclude that in most cases the

leaders at Deep River were caring, loving people. Elihu Menden-
hall's memorial speaks of his strong personal conviction regarding

the use of spiritous liquors: "He spared no effort to remove liquor

from the county and state. Yet with the individual he was gentle,

restoring again and again to their position in his employ those who
were addicted to the drink habit when they gave evidence of a

desire to reform." It is easy to believe that the other leaders of Deep
River, through the years, also were "gentle" in dealing with

penitents who had wandered temporarily.



5

Pastors

"FeedMy Sheep, FeedMy Lambs"

Shakespeare wrote, "There is a tide in the affairs of men." In the

world of religion this is certainly true. The Society of Friends in the

second half of the nineteenth century and the early twentieth was

subject to a tide of religious fervor known to historians as the Third

Great Awakening. Evangelists were active all across America.

Dwight L. Moody, Billy Sunday and others are still remembered
after most of a century has gone by. Friends, especially in the

Middle West but also in North Carolina, were drawn into the

stream of revivalism and evangelism. Isham Cox, Allen Jay, Albert

Peele and Mary C. Woody were some of the leaders in North

Carolina Yearly Meeting whose influence was in this direction and
who held "General Meetings" in many places. Mary Moon from

Indiana and David Sampson from New England added their voices

to the swelling tide of revivalism.

The new converts won to the faith in this way needed the wise

counsel and personal nurture of older ones in the faith and often

the evangelists were asked to stay on in a meeting or later to return

as shepherds of the flock. As early as 1 889 the Minute of Advice

from the yearly meeting to local meetings said in part:

When ... a Meeting is lacking in vocal ministry the church

should do whatever is needful, under the guidance of our

Holy head, to open the way, that some one called of the

Lord to such work, may supply their need, and be ready at

all times to help individuals into a better spiritual experi-

ence.

It is difficult to pinpoint the beginning of pastoral service in

North Carolina because the transition from local minister to em-

ployed pastor was a very gradual process. In Deep River Meeting
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Joseph Potts, an early (1891) unpaid

Minister living in the community.

Joseph Potts seems to have been the first one to serve in this way. In

the minutes of February 1891 this observation is recorded: "Our
esteemed Friend, Joseph Potts presented a certificate from Gwyn-
edd, County of Montgomery in Pennsylvania, whose service and

company among us were acceptable and satisfactory." Joseph Potts

remained in the community and owned property at the time of his

departure. However, no mention is made of any compensation

being given or title conferred on him.

It was several years later when this minute was entered (April 1 3,

1916):

The proposition was brought before the Pastoral Com. to

extend an invitation to Bessie Field to visit our Sabbath

meeting on the first and third Sabbaths. They report in

favor of it and the meeting united in the concern. A Com. of

the following names . . . were apted [appointed] to get a

house to house canvass made in our neighborhood to in-

terest people in helping to support a pastor.

Whether this materialized is not clear from the Minutes.
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Leslie H. Barrett, Pastor, 1917-

1919

However, a few months later (January 11, 1917) we find this

minute:

After due inquiry we find Leslie Barrett will give a part of his

time to our Mtg., serving as pastor until Sept next. The mtg
is united in accepting him and agree to pay him for his

service twenty-five dollars ($25.00) per mo.

Apparently this worked out, for in September of that year Leslie

Barrett was recommended by the quarterly meeting for recording

as a minister. This took place as recorded in the minutes of Decem-

ber 20, 1917. In July 1919 we find:

Leslie Barrett, our pastor, after two and one-half years of

service with us, owing to increased college duties feels he will

be justified in asking us to release him. With many expres-

sions of regret we grant his request.

A letter of appreciation for Leslie was sent to his parents.

Two months later (September 1919) we find: "The Pastoral

Comm. report they are united in giving Ida L. Curtis a call to serve

our Meeting as pastor for one year at a salary of fifty dollars per

month." The meeting was responsible for forty dollars per month
and the yearly meeting promised to supplement this with ten dol-

lars. Before the year was out (mintues of June 1920) Ida Curtis

resigned "for personal reasons" but this was not accepted. A later

resignation (January 1921), however, was accepted. J. WaldoWoody
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Samuel L. Haworth, Pastor, 1929—1930

was called in June but didn't accept because he moved away from

Guilford College. In September Thomas Hendrix became pastor.

Herbert Reynolds followed as pastor; his compensation was ten

dollars per Sunday plus "hospitality Saturday and Sunday nights"

(minutes of September 1923).

Clifton C. Pearson, a married student living at Guilford College,

began his service after a call dated October 1925. He was to receive

ten dollars a Sunday for two Sundays each month. In August 1927
he was asked to serve full time and his salary was increased to fifty

dollars per month. When Clifton completed his college work he

resigned at Deep River and was succeeded by Samuel L. Haworth, a

member of the faculty at Guilford College. He served until 1930,

the beginning of the Great Depression years when the meeting had

difficulty raising funds for a pastor. Eugene J. Coltrane, who had
been a member of the meeting while he was principal of theJames-
town High School, filled in for three months in the winter of 1931,

and perhaps at other times. Fortunately for the hard-pressed con-

gregation they found that Joseph Peele who was living at Guilford

College was willing to come "for whatever support the Mtg could

give plus vegetables, flour and corn." Sometimes the cash salary was
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Joseph H. and Irma Peeie, Pastors, 1932-194J

as little as one dollar per Sunday. Joseph Peele continued for fifteen

years until 1947. These were good years for Deep River. The
membership increased each year save two when the figures were

the same as the preceding year. WhenJoseph and Irma Peele left in

1947 it stood at an all time high of 270. A solid foundation was laid

for continued progress.

Elbert and Inez Newlin began their ministry in 1947. A par-

sonage for the pastor had been on the minds of Friends for many
years. As early as June 1914 we find this minute: "Isla Briggs was

apt'd to write to persons who might be interested in assisting us in

our efforts to build a parsonage and elicit their aid." Joseph Peele

had encouraged Deep River in such a dream, and some funds had

been accumulated for this purpose. With the prospect of a resident

full-time pastor, it seemed the time had come to bring this dream to
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fulfillment. Construction began in early summer 1947, but was not

completed when the Newlins arrived in August. Since Elbert had

had considerable experience in construction he spent much time

during the next several months supervising and carpentering. In

January they moved into the new home. The Horney family had

provided a nearby house for them until the parsonage was finished.

The Newlins continued with the meeting for six fruitful and pro-

ductive years until the summer of 1953.

Paul T. Osborne, a minister from Ohio, was the next to fill the

pastoral role. His term of service was from 1953 to 1955. The
membership again reached an all time high during these years —
292. There was an interim pastor for most of the next year: Francis

Carrier.

In 1956 Millard and Winifred Jones moved into the parsonage.

The meeting had, for many years, realized the need for more
Sunday School space, and some funds for this purpose had been

accumulated. With an enrollment of around 175 the need had

become urgent. Things seemed ready to move in this direction

when Millard Jones arrived and the building of a new educational

unit rapidly took shape. This addition provided several classrooms,

a kitchen and a dining area. Although the congregation assumed an

indebtedness of some $20,000, this was paid off steadily so that

when the Joneses concluded their pastoral service in 1966 the

entire debt had been paid.

James D. Reinhardt and his family came to Deep River next, and

served in a helpful, constructive manner for two years. The meet-

ing reluctantly gave them up in 1968 and James Thompson was

called to be pastor. He also served only a short time, until Septem-

ber 1970. He initiated such things as a community Vacation Bible

School and a community Thanksgiving service, both of a racially

integrated nature. The black and white people of the Deep River

area had always had good relationships, partly because they knew
that Friends, historically, decried the years of servitude which the

black people had endured. In addition the black people had for

generations been intelligent, hard-working and self-reliant. Inte-

gration efforts in the community were only an extension of good
feelings and mutual respect which had been present for a long

period of time.

When the Thompson family moved from the community in
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September it was late in the year to make arrangements for a new
pastor. However, Buford Frye, a teacher in the public schools ofthe

Elon College area, came with his family for weekend pastoral ser-

vice. Edith Lebrato Shepherd, who had wanted for some time to be

engaged in religious work, moved into the parsonage with her

husband Gordon Shepherd, and was a pastoral assistant to the

meeting. This interim arrangement filled the needs of the meeting

well as a temporary plan.

Eldon Harzman, with his wife Sharon, moved into the parsonage

at the beginning of the new pastoral year. The Harzmans were

natives of Kansas Yearly Meeting, and he had just completed his

theological studies in Nashville, Tennessee. During his seven years

at Deep River ( 1 97 1-1978) one of the new projects undertaken was

an all-congregation Retreat at Quaker Lake for a full weekend.

This has been continued in the years since, and has proved to be a

stimulating, unifying and deepening experience for the entire con-

gregation.

The next two ministers were Charles R. Adams (1978-1981),

with his wifeJudith and their three children, and Stephen W. Wood
(1981-1984) with wife Starr and their two children. These years

saw good and innovative pastoral service. In July 1984, John H.

Sides, wife Sharon and their four children, began a period of

service to Deep River Friends. The foundations have been laid for a

good future for the meeting.



The Quaker Heritage

"In the Nurture ofthe Lord"

In a copy of the Discipline (1880) found in the personal library of

Elihu E. Mendenhall Query 9 reads as follows:

Do you, as a church, exercise a loving and watchful care over

your younger members, promoting their instruction in fun-

damental Christian truths, and in the Scriptural grounds of

our religious principles, and manifesting an earnest desire

that, through the power of Divine Grace, they may all be-

come established in the faith and in the hope of the Gospel?

Elihu Mendenhall could have answered Yes to this Query. He
and Abigail opened their spacious home to all of the young people

of the community. Not only were they gracious and generous in

hosting such occasions but theyjoined heartily in the fun and frolic.

There are those still living who remember also the more serious

moments when he sat at the head of meeting on Sunday mornings

for many years, always with dignity, sobriety, and spiritual concern.

Concern for the young ones was typical of Friends from the

beginning and it was certainly typical of Deep River Friends also.

Christian nurture took different forms in different periods, fol-

lowing to some degree the trends in other Christian bodies. For at

least two centuries Quaker children were expected to attend all of

the adult gatherings and sit through long periods of silences as well

as times of speaking.

Deep River's concern for proper nurture often took the form of

encouraging reading. Shortly after the formation of the monthly

meeting we find this entry in the Minutes ofJanuary 7, 1782:

There was a number of books produced to this meeting

from the Quarterly Meeting Standing Committee which
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were directed to be distributed for general use and service.

The following Friends were appointed to have the care of

them: Hezekiah Sanders, John Ruddick, Jun. and Thomas
Elmore. And as part of them are school books, they are

directed to poor friends as may be most necessary for the

benefit of Learning their children.

Although the annual Epistles from London Yearly Meeting were
intended primarily for adults, Deep River Friends saw that the

copies available were placed in circulation to find their way into

homes, no doubt hoping that younger members would hear them
and absorb some truths thereby.

The kinds of books available is revealed in a minute dated Jan-

uary 3, 1791:

This meeting received twenty-five Valuable Books of dif-

ferent sorts; two volumes of Gough's history of friends; two

collections of memorials; three of the original and present

state of man, by Joseph Phipps; a serious call in Christian

love to all people by Benjamin Holmes six books; Reasons

for quitting the Methodist Society, three books; Collections

of religious tracts three books; one of Robert Barclay's Apol-

ogies, and three of his Catachisms; Primitive Christianity

revived by William Penn one book; and one of the Three

Treaties; Barnabas Coffin and Francis Bernard are ap-

pointed to have the necessary care of them to distribute for

General use and service.

The value of reading for Quaker families was given new impetus

in the first half of the nineteenth century when the yearly meeting

urged all subordinate meetings to establish libraries in the meeting

houses. Deep River received such directions on February 4, 1830.

They appointed a committee to "form rules" and bring them to the

monthly meeting. As finally adopted in November 1831, they pro-

vided for:

1

.

A librarian who shall have charge of the books.

2. The length of time books could be kept based on the

number of pages, with liability to pay damage for an

unreasonable use or abuse to be judged by the book

committee.

3. Books to be returned only on the night of monthly meet-

ing.
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4. The librarian to report from time to time.

Sometimes books were given to the library but a committee was

usually appointed at the next monthly meeting to "examine the

books that may be offered for the use of the library and see if they

are books consistent with the principles of friends." A minute in

June 1877, showed continued concern for this source of Christian

nurture and revealed something about the use of the books and

number of titles available.

We should not lose sight of the fact that Bibles were a part of

nurture and these were considered important, especially in the

home. A minute dated February 1849, indicated the gift of a

number of Bibles from "friends at Philadelphia. ... in order that all

of our members who can read may be furnished with a copy." A
committee was appointed to make inquiry and two months later

"they find thirty-four members that are not furnished with a copy

of the Bible and of that number they have furnished six Bibles and

nine testaments and have five Bibles and five testaments on hand."

They were encouraged to continue their work. After First Day
schools became an accepted part of meeting ministry, Bibles were

made available to teachers. A minute dated Februray 1898 reads:

"By the kindness of Geo. Ward we have received from the Amer-
ican Bible Society 25 neatly bound bibles for use in our Bible

School."

In summary, then, it is clear that the London Yearly Meeting

Epistle, Minutes of Advice from American yearly meetings,

extracts from the yearly meeting Minutes, and various other com-

munications followed by religious books as they became increasing-

ly available, were an important source of Christian nurture.

There are conflicting claims by the meetings of the Greensboro-

Winston-Salem-High Point area as to who established the earliest

First Day School. In a history of Springfield there is a statement that

Abigail Albertson

gathered about her knees in her home on the First Day of

the week many of the children in order to teach them the

scriptures. This First Day School soon outgrew her humble

home and so it was moved to Springfield Meeting House in

1 820, and thus was started the first Sabbath School ever held

in the state of North Carolina. 1

In his Reminiscenses, Levi Coffin writes:
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I think it was about 1818 when a few of the young people of

our society, at New Garden, met together to consult about

organizing a Sabbath-school. . . . Our conference resulted in

opening a Sabbath-school in our new brick school-house at

New Garden. ... It was the first Sabbath-school that I have

any knowledge of in that part of the country. 2

The situation is further complicated by a statement by Elbert

Russell in his History ofQuakerism: "The first Sunday Schools among
American Friends appear to be those started by Levi Coffin while a

teacher at Deep River, N.C. in 1818 and at Honey Creek, Indiana,

in 1826."3 Perhaps Elbert Russell could have been confused by the

fact that Levi Coffin did teach in the Deep River weekday school but

lived a few miles away at New Garden.

Further confusion is caused by a statement in his Reminiscenses

by Addison Coffin: "There were probably a few Sabbath Scripture

Schools taught by Friends or other churches earlier than one taught

by Isaac Lawrence in Chatham County, North Carolina in 1815-
1816."

The first mention of a Sabbath School or First Day School in the

Monthly Meeting Minutes of Deep River is in March 1857 when a

committee was appointed to consider such a project. When it re-

ported in May that "no way has opened yet" the committee was

continued, and again in June. In July the committee reported,

"complied with."

Several years passed before the matter appeared in the Minutes

again. In April 1863, seven men and nine women were appointed

to "take into consideration the propriety of establishing a first day

school at Deep River Meeting house and if they find it practicable to

open and hear classes of the same."

In October 1866 a committee reported "First Day School num-
bers 1 34, and 8 1 ofwhich are not members. Teachers 8, all ofwhich

are members. Texts of Scripture committed to memory, 7500." A
similar report was made in many of the years that followed. October

1878, First Day report: "1 Superintendent, 7 teachers, (all Friends).

Average attendance 53. Length of school, tfU months." In July

1880: "pupils enrolled, 147. 52 Friends, 97 non-Friends. Average

attendance 54. Open six months for one hour."

So the Sunday School which started with Robert Raikes in Eng-

land in 1 780 became widespread in America by the early 1 800s and
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Vacation Bible School, 1969

found fertile soil in the Deep River community soon afterwards.

For a century and a half or more it has been an effective means of

transmitting our Christian faith, especially to the children and

young people.

The yearly meeting did not ask for statistical reports until 1872.

The report form has varied greatly from year to year and it is

difficult to make a statistical table for Deep River. The following

data are by decades, for brevity, or near-decades as available.

1880 attendance, 54, enrollment, 147

1920 50 140

!930 97 176

!939 115 212

!950 104 174

1961 89

1970 62 75
1980 54

In reading these figures one should remember that the size of
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Young Friends making trip to Hawaii, 1970. James Thompson, Pastor, lower

right.

families has been decreasing through most of this century, and

most rural communities have decreased in population as cities have

grown.

Young Friends Find a Place

A second movement involving most Protestant churches includ-

ing the Society of Friends, and thereby Deep River, was Christian

Endeavor. This was a non-denominational organization founded

in New England in 1881. Its purpose was defined in these words:

"To promote an earnest Christian life among its members, to

increase their mutual acquaintance, to train them for work in the

church, and in every way to make them useful in the service of God
and their fellowmen." This Christian organization spread rapidly

among most Protestant denominations. According to a record book

now in the Friends Historical Collection at Guilford College, Chris-

tian Endeavor was well organized among North Carolina Friends

by 1891. A report to the yearly meeting for 1894-95 indicated

twenty active societies. Some names recorded can be recognized as

belonging to the High Point Meeting (Jos. D. Cox, Ralph Parker)

and New Garden (Joseph Peele) but none as coming from Deep
River. However, Friends living today can remember Christian En-

deavor as being a live organization in the 1 930s and 1 940s. In fact, it
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was a lively organization in Deep River after many meetings had

changed the name to Friends Youth Fellowship or Young Friends.

Marcella Thornton (now Mrs. Walter Landreth) was district presi-

dent and later state president. It is thought this was the group

referred to by Helen T. Binford, wife of long-time Guilford Col-

lege president, Raymond Binford, when writing in 1945:

Last year there were fifty young people who met for Bible

reading withJoseph Peele each evening for a week It was

truly a deeply spiritual experience and a numberjoined the

Meeting as a direct result.
4

Music Comes to the Quakers

For two and a half centuries music was rare in Quaker meetings

for worship and musical instruments were rarer. It was well into the

twentieth century before Deep River followed the trend among
other churches toward the use of music and musical instruments in

worship, in Sunday School and among young people. The minutes

of March 11, igo8, reveal that permission was given the Sunday
School to purchase and use an organ. It apparently was generally

acceptable for in the minutes ofJuly 10th it is recorded regarding a

Roll Call Service in morning worship: "Appropriate songs were

interspersed through the program." In July 1963, an electronic

organ was purchased for $2,293. Now, on many occasions, both the

organ and a piano are used.

Deep River Meeting has benefitted from good music for most of

this century. During the 1930s and 1940s Dr. Ezra F. Weis of

Guilford College was employed to direct an orchestra which some-

times had as many as twenty instruments. Helen T. Binford, in the

article referred to above, writes: "Each Friday evening the hut

becomes a regular community center for thirty-five or forty young
folks when they meet for fun and refreshments. . . . followed by

orchestra practice." A good choir has added to the music in meeting

for many years and up to the present day.
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Quaker Women and Quaker Men

During the twentieth century there has been a trend toward a

multiplication of organizations within the churches to give oppor-

tunity for small group experiences. This has been true not only for

young people but also for older groups as well.

As usual the women led the men in this movement. As far as Deep
River is concerned this took the form of a Women's Auxiliary which

was organized about 1926. Through the years different names may
have been used for the women's group but now, among Friends,

the usual name is the United Society of Friends Women. Beginning

back in the late 1920s the Deep River women have done many good

things including providing food and clothing for needy families in

the meeting and in the community. Since summer camps and

seminars have become popular among the young people the

women have for many years been paying one-half of the cost for all

or most ofDeep River youth attending Quaker Lake camp and also

for a much smaller number attending the United Nations Seminar

and the Washington Seminar sponsored by Friends United Meet-

ing. In their circles they have maintained a steady program of

devotion, study and service. Currently there are two circles of

USFW meeting monthly, one in the afternoon and one in the

evening for those who are involved with public work during the

day.

Quaker men trailed the women in getting organized. It was about

1954 when they began meeting on Sunday mornings once a month
for a breakfast and program. As with the women, the Quaker Men
have cooperated with the yearly meeting and the Friends United

Meeting in state and national conferences.

A postscript to these paragraphs might be a reminder of the need

to keep and preserve records. Currently, our search has been in

vain to discover any written records of more than fifty years of

women's activities and thirty years of Quaker Men. The Friends

Historical Collection at Guilford College now serves as the official

repository for Quaker records in North Carolina. All meetings

have been encouraged to deposit their minutes there, retaining a

copy for their own use.



Four Major Wars

Wars and Rumors ofWars"

The history of Deep River Friends covers an era containing four

major wars and several other minor military actions. These are the

Revolutionary War, the Civil War, World War I and World War II.

The minor clashes include the War of 1812, the Spanish American

War and later the Korean and Viet Nam conflicts.

The Revolutionary War

Most Deep River Friends appear to have stood firm on the peace

testimony as well as on other social issues. A number of recent

publications tell the story of North Carolina Friends during these

war periods, hence an extensive coverage seems unnecessary here. 1

However, there were some aspects peculiar to Deep River Friends.

Quaker testimony against the bearing of arms should have been

widely known throughout the colony. Almost a century before the

Revolution, in 1695, Quaker John Archdale became governor.

During his term of office the assembly passed a law exempting

Quakers from serving in the militia, which corresponded to our

current National Guard. Local pressure sometimes caused Quaker
men, especially the younger ones, to attend muster, but this was

condemned by the monthly meeting and a number of young men
were disowned for this.

2

As war clouds appeared over North Carolina prior to the revo-

lution, Friends petitioned the State Assembly to exempt them from

all military service. This was done in 1770. Nevertheless, to avoid

suspicion, a yearly meeting committee later in that year delivered a

pledge of loyalty to GovernorJosiah Martin and the British Crown.
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However, as war broke out Quakers quite often came under suspi-

cion and their loyalty to the government was questioned. Non-
Quakers sometimes felt that Quakers were not bearing a fair share

of the burdens of war. In the Minutes of Deep River for December

1 780, there is evidence that Friends were being pressured to take

the Oath of Fidelity or suffer the danger of having their lands

confiscated. Later the yearly meeting appeared to relax a bit and

drew up a "Model Form of Affirmation" which individual Friends

might use.
3

In the spring of 1 78 1 the war came very close to Deep River and

the neighboring meetings, especially New Garden. On the night

before the Battle of New Garden (which preceded the Battle of

Guilford Court House) it is generally conceded that Colonel Tarle-

ton, with three thousand men, camped near Deep River Meeting

House. Fred Hughes, a careful student of eighteenth century local

and area history thinks that General Cornwallis himself may have

spent the night with Colonel Tarleton's men. If so, he probably set

up headquarters in the meeting house, and could even have slept

there. 4
It was customary, especially with British troops, to select the

largest and and best building in the area for headquarters. Many of

the officers may have chosen such a dry, warm place as the Deep
River Meeting House.

The British army depended upon foraging for its food as it

traveled, taking from the farms along the way whatever was avail-

able. There have been many stories, passed down by word of

mouth, of the courage and daring ofwomen who, in the absence of

their men, defied the British soldiers who came to confiscate cattle,

swine, chickens and other food, and to requisition horses. In some

cases, so it has been claimed, local women talked the British out of

their intentions, and in other cases they were successful in hiding

animals and valuables in thickets and deep woods. Foraging was

one of the most devastating aspects of the war. When it was over the

countryside had been stripped and the farms were destitute of

animals and flocks. Western Guilford County suffered much in this

way.

Deep River Friends tried to help those who suffered. A minute of

February 1779 reads: "The amount of Friends sufferings brought

in from the several Branches of this meeting is 277 pound, 15

shillings." A similar entry was made later, in July 1781. There were,
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no doubt, many other times when no official record was kept.

Taxes were also unfairly assessed in many cases where the sheriff

felt residents were neutral or opposed to the war. Friends were
encouraged to resist unfair taxes. A minute of December 1779
reads, "Payment of taxes under the present commotion [should] be

consistent with our peaceable principles."

The War Between the States

The War Between the States may have been even more devas-

tating. Beginning early in the nineteenth century many Friends and
others, anticipating and fearing armed conflict, made plans to

move toward the new frontier beyond the Ohio River. 5 The large

number of membership certificates issued by Deep River over the

first two-thirds of the century is testimony to this. One specific

instance is that ofAmos Stuart, a prosperous dairyman whose brick

home, built in 1846 about two miles from the meeting house, still

stands, though unoccupied and deteriorating. When the first shots

of the war were fired at Fort Sumter in April 1 86 1 , he and his family

headed for Indiana in a wagon. In doing so he lost probably ninety

percent of his accumulated estate.
6

Only the organization and intervention of the Baltimore Associa-

tion in 1 865 dissuaded many other Quakers from migrating to the

West. Stephen B. Weeks writes of these migrations: "In 1850,

one-third of the population of Indiana was made up of native

North Carolinians." 7

Adding to the discomfiture of Friends were the taxes assessed for

financing the war. Some six months before peace came, the South

was so desperate for money to pay for the war that a special

property tax was laid upon the people. The North Carolina gover-

nor tried in vain to stop it. The Deep River people were put in an

embarrassing position by the tax and were probably slow to pay, if

they did at all. A Listing Notice has been found in the attic of Elihu

Mendenhall's house which reads:

I shall attend at Mendenhall's Tan Yard on Saturday, the

1 2th day of Nov. next to take the 5 per cent Confederate tax

list of those who have not given their lists. Those failing to

attend will be returned as defaulters.

Oct. 29th, 1864. W. F. Bowman, Agt. 8
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House and barn built by David and Eleanor Lassiter

Henley — Eleanor Henley on the porch. Typical of

homes in Civil War period.

Deep River Meeting was not overlooked by Confederate authori-

ties. In 1863 thirteen men were arrested. Of these, seven were

exempted on the payment of the $500 special tax, and three for

other reasons. The remaining three, all brothers, were conscripted

and taken to Orange Courthouse in Virginia where they were

ordered into the ranks. Upon their refusal they were badly mis-
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treated and physically abused. But when the army had no success in

integrating them into the armed forces after more than a year, they

were discharged on condition they pay $500 as ordered by the law. 9

Other cases of individual suffering appeared at some length in

Fernando Cartland's Southern Heroes, and also in The Farmers

Advocate.
10

Out of the agony of the pre-war period came several efforts to

deal with the slavery problem. One was the North Carolina Manu-
mission Society. It was dominated by Quakers and was organized

"near Greensboro," which could be interpreted to mean Centre,

Jamestown, or Deep River, all of which had active chapters. The

Farmers Advocate, mentioned above, lists the names of the members
in three communities: Deep River, 31; Jamestown, 20; and Rich-

land Creek, 30. Richard Mendenhall was an active member of the

Society and served as president several years.
11

George C. Mendenhall, a plantation owner, attorney and legis-

lator, did not agree with his older brother in regard to the best

treatment for the slaves. His method was to train individual slaves

for a trade and then transport them to a free society where they

could find a good place for themselves. He emancipated at least

twenty-eight of his slaves during his lifetime.
12 His life was cut short

when he drowned in the Uwharrie River while returning from a

court session in Asheboro in 1 860. A story which cannot be authen-

ticated tells that his widow, Delphina, was trying to complete their

plans to take all their slaves to free territory when the war broke out

and she was turned back while traveling toward Ohio.

There is a thrilling story about George defending some Friends

from the North for distributing "incendiary literature." The tran-

script of the trial ends with this paragraph: "Mr. M. . . . concluded

his last manly defense of three hours and a half, which was deliv-

ered in a clear, dignified and masterly manner, and, notwithstand-

ing its length, was heard by all with the most profound interest and
breathless attention." 13

George C. Mendenhall was also the successful defense attorney

when David Beard, a member of Deep River Meeting, was before

the court charged with "harbouring and concealing a slave ab-

sconded from his claimer Elias Elliott."
14
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Delphina Mendenhall

The First World War

The wars of this century, although worldwide and tragic, did not

disrupt life for Deep River people as profoundly as did the Revolu-

tion and the Civil War. The earlier wars were fought on American

soil and indeed on North Carolina and Guilford County farm land,

and the ravages were painfully close and destructive.

When World War I was approaching, the American people had

not experienced war firsthand for two generations, and so were

unaware, to a degree at least, of the physical dislocations that war

inevitably brings. Then, too, the approaching conflict was soft-

ened somewhat by idealistic slogans perpetuated by our govern-

ment. It was to be "A war to make the world safe for democracy"

and "A war to end war." Also, the demands were not so over-

whelming at first.

Even though it was war on a scale never before seen, rural areas
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like Deep River were spared the heaviest demands of conscription.

Food was important to America and its allies, and to be a farmer or a

miller was tantamount to exemption from military service. At least

one member of Deep River, Henry Davis, chose as an acceptable

alternative to military service enlisting in the American Reconstruc-

tion Unit in France, sponsored by the American Friends Service

Committee. There were probably others in the meeting who did the

same or some other alternative service, but this cannot be verified

from available records.

The Minutes reveal a sympathetic cooperation on the part of

Deep River Friends with Service Committee projects and peace

proposals. They united in support of the League of Nations and

other peace alternatives.

The Second World War

World War II made heavier demands for man power in 1941.

Since Deep River had become a partially urbanized community
with fewer farmers and more people earning their living in indus-

trial plants in nearby cities, many young men could not claim

vocational exemption from military service.

The monthly meeting minutes during the first half of the 1940s

give evidence of a deep concern for peace. In early 1941, before

Pearl Harbor, the minutes reveal visits by Hugh Moore and other

American Friends Service Committee representatives. As early as

April 1941, these visitors found sympathetic listeners when telling

of the work of the Service Committee in feeding some ten thousand

babies in France who had been orphaned by the casualties of war.

As conscription became a way of life, the monthly meeting through

its Peace Committee stood ready to help any who wanted to claim

conscientious objection to military srvice.

By the spring of 1942 the meeting was writing letters of loving

concern to the young men in service; responses from the men
indicated their appreciation. Special concern for Buck Creek Camp
in the Carolina mountains beyond Marion, established by the gov-

ernment as an alternative to military service, is also evident. In the

Minutes of the period of 1943-1945 reports showed the meeting

sending cards, candy and other food items to Buck Creek. (Dis-
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Families ofService Men, 1943. Joseph Peele, Pastor, on the right.

tance eliminated the possibility of doing the same for military

personnel.) David and Reynolds Neave and others are known to

have chosen alternative service in World War II. Later, in the Viet

Nam conflict, Kenneth Caughron, a Thornton descendant was

among others who chose that way of service to his country. His

alternative service was with patients in Cherry Mental Hospital in

Goldsboro.

As the war progressed, casualty lists began to involve Deep River

families. As many as a half-dozen families in the meeting and

community suffered losses, among them the families of Albert

Fairrington, Albert Ridge and Spencer White. Eventually some
forty names ofyoung men in military service and alternative service

appeared on the church bulletin board. All of these received loving

concern from the meeting, as indicated by the Minutes of 1943-

!945-

After the end of the fighting, Deep River turned its attention to

securing peace for the future by supporting various peace concerns
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and proposals, including the proposed League of Nations and later

the United Nations.
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The Deep River School

"They Ceased Not to Teach"

Students of the early history of Guilford County have commented
on the relatively high literacy of the first settlers.

1 The same sources

have concluded that the second and third generations were prob-

ably not so literate; there were fewer schools accessible in those very

early days compared with Virginia and Pennsylvania where so

many of the first settlers came from.

This probably was not as true of western Guilford County as in

some early settlements because Quakers believed strongly in the

importance of education. At Deep River a log school house was

built almost as soon as a meeting house. A marker in the north

central part of what is now the cemetery reads: "Site of First School

House in Western Guilford." There is no certain date of this first

building; the meeting house nearby was built in 1758 and it is

thought the school house must have been built about the same time.

Henry Clay Briggs, writing in 1939, tells that his great-grandfather,

William Iddings, who was born in 1781, went to school there all of

his school life, and later all of his children, save the youngest, did

the same. 2

The second school house was built some seventy years after the

first, around 1 828 or 1 830. This was a frame building located across

the road east of the present Deep River property. Harper Stuart, an

older brother of Elbridge Stuart, founder of the Carnation Milk

Company, was partly educated here and, after attending New
Garden Boarding School returned and taught several years. Clay

Briggs' mother, Phoebe Ledbetter, and her brother and sisters

went to this frame building all of their school days.

In 1857 the third building was constructed of brick which were

made nearby by William Beard. His brother David built the walls;
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Marker in Deep River Cemetery

the woodwork was done by Joshua Thornton and the desks were

made by James Cammack and Billy Wright. This building was

constructed by Guilford County to be a free school. It was the first

such school in western Guilford. Deep River Friends donated the

land, five acres, with the provision that if the free school should

close for any reason the land and building would revert to Deep
River Monthly Meeting. Clay Briggs comments: "The Civil War
gave it back to us."

3

The teachers in this building were Milton Raper and Eli Horney,

in that order, until the school was closed by the war. During the war

years when the property reverted to Friends, Mary Potter was the

teacher.

The Best Years

In 1866 a new era began with the coming of Ezra Meador from

Maine, sent by the Baltimore Association of Friends. A frame

addition to the school house, the same size as the original brick part,

was built on the west end that winter. This made two separate

rooms available and a second teacher, Rhoda Worth, was em-
ployed. These were probably the best years for Deep River School.

Both rooms were crowded to overflowing, with each teacher having



Third School House. Brick portion (not visible) built 185J. Frame addition

(shown) built 1866. Ezra Meador and Rhoda Worth were two teachers in the

1 860s.

about seventy-five pupils.

By 1 870 so many people had gone west that the school was very

much smaller. In 1892 the building with one acre of land was again

deeded to the county and, again, with the same provision as before.

The property came back to the monthly meeting after the consoli-

dation of the public schools about 1921. Years later the building was

demolished and Wesley Gordon, a member of the meeting, used

the bricks to construct his home in 1956.

Henry Clay Briggs concludes his letter of February 7, 1939, by
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commenting on some of those who attended Deep River School:

Among the outstanding pupils of Deep River School was A.

Marshall Elliott, who was probably the most brilliant boy

that ever attended there. He was professor of Romance
languages atJohns Hopkins for many years and died there.

J. Franklin Davis was another prominent pupil. He was for a

long time professor ofGreek and Latin at Guilford College.

Many others who received their early education there be-

came doctors and lawyers and made names for themselves

in other walks of life.
4

A Personal Testimony

Etta Sullivan Borum, a teacher in the school in its last years, has

commented on some aspects of the school as she remembers them.

Most pupils walked even though it was several miles for some. She

herself lived two miles away, so each day meant walking four miles.

The school session opened each day with a reading from the Bible.

Then the students repeated the Lord's Prayer or one of the Psalms

from memory. On Fifth Day of each week they would line up in

single file and march up the small hill to the meeting house for

midweek worship at eleven o'clock. With the adults they would sit

through one hour of worship which was usually entirely silent.

Everyone carried lunch from home. Large families of children

ate together from a basket. Mrs. Borum remembers that one family

had five children in school at the same time while another family

had seven.

The three areas of instruction were reading, writing and the

multiplication tables. Spelling was important. In fact, the only inter-

school activity was spelling matches, held at night by the light of

kerosene lamps.

Christmas was always a big day. There was a Christmas tree, duly

decorated. The students always had treats provided by Clarence

MacKay whose hunting lodge stood a few miles away in what is now
Cedarwood. Mr. MacKay also provided treats for the Deep River

Sunday School.

The closing day of school was also a big day for the children and
their families. School closed near the middle of March depending
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Etta Sullivan Borum was one ofthe last teachers before

the consolidation of the public schools around about

192 1. Macy Borum was an active andfaithful member

ofthe meeting.

on whether the school ran for four months or for five months. A
string band of at least a dozen musicians was carried on a wagon
around and around the Deep River buildings, all the while playing

music as they rode. 5

Since this was a subscription school, the parents paid a set amount
of tuition each month. Some years there was a family rate for several

children in the same family. The teachers received from twenty-five

to thirty-five dollars a month. Mrs. Borum commented that at that

time it was probably just a typical country school but that each one

who attended thought it was better than any other. H. Clay Briggs

said of it, "I do not think a better school ever existed."6 Helen T.

Binford refers to the good teachers there who, over the years "made
Deep River an educational center second to none."
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Two Meeting Houses

"BuildMe an House"

Deep River is unique in that only two meeting houses have been

built in the more than two hundred years of its history. The booklet,

Deep River Friends Meeting Bicentennial, 1754-1954, describes the

first one:

A meeting house had been built in 1758 which was a frame

structure, consisting of two main rooms, separated from

each other by a partition. Communication was established

through this partition by means of sectional shutters oper-

ated like window sash and, when raised, supported by

props. They reached from the ceiling, or from near the

ceiling to a fixed portion about three feet high that extended

in an unbroken line along the floor from the front of the

house to the foot of the elevated gallery in the rear. During

the meeting the men and women sat apart and one side of

this partition was, accordingly, known as the men's and the

other as the women's side. Each of these main rooms was

supplemented by an additional wing, one to the east and the

other to the west end of the house. The general appearance

of the building was not very unlike that of a big barn, the

wing on either end, with its sloping roof, being but the

counter-part of the stable or wagon shed. Further, the doors

of these sheds were hung with big wrought-iron hinges and

opened outward. The house was warmed by stoves whose

pipes, extending through the overhead ceiling, discharged

their contents into the space beneath the rafters. The final

escape of this smoke was through the cracks between the

shingles. Why the house did not burn down is an unsolved

riddle. To show the loose way the early Friends conducted
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their business, they built this meeting house in 1758 and a

deed was given for forty acres of land on which the house

stood in 1 809, fifty-one years after the house was built. The
deed was written by John Talbot, was written in a very

legible hand with a goose-quill pen, of course, and is in an

excellent state of preservation. 1

The frame building must have been well built to have lasted for

over a century. Beginning in the early 1870s the need for a new
meeting house was recognized. In March 1871 a committee was

appointed by the monthly meeting to "take into consideration the

subject of building a new meeting house." They were instructed to

make cost estimates and also "the size of a house they think proper

to build." They were ready two months later with answers: "65 feet

long and 35 feet wide and the probable cost will be $2,000 for a

brick building." However by August and because of some opposi-

tion they had raised only $600. The matter was referred to the next

meeting, and the next, for twelve successive months. In March

1873, still another committee was appointed: Elihu E. Mendenhall,

Henry Davis and Nereus Mendenhall. They went into action im-

mediately and by June they had procured "wood for burning the

brick and have 38,000 in the kiln, 8000 more ready. By August "the

building committee reported they have 133 thousand brick

burned, supposed to be enough to build the house."

The clay came from a pit on the Beard property across the road

(now Wendover Avenue) where today there is a small pond, per-

haps in the pit resulting from digging the clay for the bricks. It is

probable that William Beard made the bricks and his brother David

built the walls just as they did seventeen years earlier for the

construction of the brick school house. The building was completed

and was first used on the first Sunday in November 1875. The
dedication service was held on New Year's Day 1876.

The house was built as it now appears from the outside, although

the interior has been renovated and changed a number of times,

the last being in 1968 when the central part of the west wall was

removed and the room extended by recessing the choir space.

Iron rods had been installed years ago to hold the brick walls se-

curely. These were concealed by wooden molding, making indirect

recessed lighting possible. At the east end the folding doors which

previously had hidden two class rooms were removed. This made
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The Upping Block, to assist young ladies in mounting their side-saddled

horses.

possible the lengthening of the worship room and the addition of a

cloak room. Electronic amplifying equipment was installed. The
aisles were newly carpeted and a new platform was built. These

improvements were well planned and well executed providing a

comfortable and appropriate setting for Quaker worship.

The Log Hut

The attendance at Sunday School was increasing steadily in the

third decade of the 1900s. In 1880 the average attendance was only

54 and in 1920 only 50 but a healthy growth in attendance is

indicated by an average attendance of 97 in 1930 and 1 15 in 1939,

led apparently by re-invigorated Baraca and Philathea adult classes.

To meet the need for more space a log hut was built in 1926 to the

side and rear of the meeting house, but unattached. This provided

quite ample space for additional classrooms and made possible

social gatherings for children, youth and adults. It was also easier to

heat. This served well for a number of years but by the 1950s it was
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The Hut, usedfor Sunday School classrooms and social activi-

ties.

inadequate to meet the needs of the meeting and also the increasing

community activities such as the monthly sessions of the Home-
makers Club.

By 1956 sufficient funds had been accumulated to start construc-

tion of an educational building to replace the outgrown hut. The
new building was completed in 1957 and provided, on two floors, a

pastor's study, eight classrooms, rest rooms, a kitchen and dining

room, storage space and heating services. The new brick building is

about thirty-six by fifty-four feet in size and is connected to the

meeting house by an enclosed hallway and stairs.

A Pastor's Home

For many years Deep River did not have a resident minister.

Leslie Barrett, Clifton Pearson, Samuel Haworth and Joseph Peele

all drove from their homes at Guilford College. The meeting had

slowly been accumulating funds for a pastor's home. In 1947 when
Elbert and Inez Newlin came to serve the congregation it seemed
the right time to build. The parsonage was named "Peele House" in

memory ofJoseph and Irma Peele. Located well back of the meet-

ing house and facing Wendover Avenue it is an attractive addition
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'The Peele House, " the parsonage erected in 194J.

to the property. It is a modern seven-room house which has been

renovated and modernized as needed. The original cost was about

$13,500.

The meeting lands which were originally forty acres, purchased

for ten cents an acre, have dwindled to approximately twenty-five

acres by the radical changing of adjacent highways, the gift of the

school house and land to the county school system and other adjust-

ments to a changing neighborhood. Wendover Avenue, which is a

direct route from north High Point to north Greensboro, now
carries heavy traffic and will probably be widened to a four-lane

thoroughfare in the next few years. Throughout the first century

and a half the Deep River community was truly rural, made up of

fairly large farms. Kerosene lamps were used in the meeting house

until 1935 when electricity first became available, and freestanding,

woodburning stoves heated the building until about 1946. The
"upping block" by which young ladies mounted their side-saddled

horses is still in good condition beside the meeting house. It re-

minds us of the day when horses and mules were the common mode
of travel. But now Deep River is fast becoming urbanized. With the

High Point city limits now adjoining the meeting property and
four-lane highways soon to be on two sides, it is hardly the quiet

country church it once was.
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Compassion Among Friends

"See How They Loved One Another
9

A familiar quotation from early in the Christian era is, "Behold how
they love one another." Presumably this was a comment about the

early Christians by a non-Christian onlooker. This same comment
may be made about Deep River Friends. They cared for one an-

other when there was need.

In these days of Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, food stamps

and other forms of government assistance, it is difficult for us to

imagine a time when none of these was available. However, the

early settlers were a robust and hardy breed of people. They took

pride in their self-reliance and considered it to be a highly desirable

trait of character. But at times this was not enough.

In the first years of the meeting, Friends suffered a great deal as

tensions associated with the Revolutionary War increased. The
Monthly Meeting Minutes contain references to the sufferings of

Friends. Families whose food supply and livestock had been taken

were in desperate circumstances.

Some years later the following notation appeared in the Minutes,

October 1814:

Deep River Preparative Meeting informs that [E. L.] is ren-

dered incapable of supporting herself. James Mendenhall,

Daniel Mendenhall, Jesse Moore, Jonathan Huddlestone,

John Baldwin and Nathan Mendenhall are appointed to

have the care and charge of her and if they find her in

immediate want to render her assistance and draw on the

Monthly Meeting for her support.

No other mention is made of the matter but the large number
appointed on the committee would indicate that Friends felt it was
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important, and the individuals appointed would almost guarantee

that good care was extended to her.

One of the rather unusual things that Deep River did in the way

of the relief of the needy was to construct a Poor House. The
earliest reference in the Minutes is in September 1820: several

Friends "are appointed to take into consideration what they think

best to be done with the poor house near this place and report to

next meeting." It took nearly a year before the committee was ready

to report, in July 1821:

The committee appointed some time ago to take into con-

sideration the situation of the poor house report they think

it best to finish the house and rent it together with five acres

of land. James Mendenhall is appointed to manage the

business on behalf of this meeting and is authorized to fix

the boundary lines to said land.

Helen T. Binford talked with Jesse Henley about this.
1 He remem-

bered the poor house with a rail fence around it, set in the open
land belonging to the meeting. She learned that any homeless

family, or even two families, could use this house when necessary

because of some emergency. The last entry in the records is in

October i860: the poor house "and eleven acres sold off the north

end." It apparently served a useful purpose for some forty years.

A rather tragic need arose in the meeting in September of 1835.

This meeting being informed that A.B. is not in his right

mind appoints Nathan Mendenhall, Jonathan Mendenhall,

Joseph Coffin,James Pitts and David Beard to have the care

of him and his property and report to next meeting.

Two months later the committee "thought it best to have a guardian

appointed to have the care of him and his property." The monthly

meeting then nominated Samuel Clark to be appointed by the court

for that service. In December it was reported to the monthly meet-

ing that the court acted in keeping with the recommendation and

appointed Samuel Clark. The matter is not mentioned in the min-

utes for over twenty years. In February 1856 there is this entry:

"Elihu E. Mendenhall and Nereus Mendenhall are appointed to

examine into the situation ofA.B. 's funds, also assist David Beard as

Guardian for him and report to next meeting." Their report was

prompt but brief: they found $6.65 in the hands of David Beard.
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Apparently they considered his case worthy of further care and

added several members to the committee. Two months later, "on

the subject of A.B. it has engaged David Beard to board and clothe

him at the rate of sixty dollars a year, of which the meeting ap-

proves, also suggests the propriety of sending him to the asylum."

Another two months passed and a new report was made:

The committee continued at last meeting in the case of A.B.

report it is the united opinion that he be sent to the asylum

which has been done at the following expense: clothing,

$4.87- V%, to making clothes, $1.00, one trunk $1.10, ex-

pense of conveying him to Raleigh $1 1.60, making $18.57-

Vz. Three months board, $12.50. Cash in David Beard's

hands, $6.65.

The last entry is in May 1858: "David Beard informed the meeting

that he is released by law from being Guardian for A.B. and that he

has $3.25 of his estate which the meeting directs paid to the treas-

urer of this meeting." So for more than twenty years Deep River

Meeting looked after an unfortunate member who could not look

after himself.

There were other cases of shorter duration. In April 1864 a

committee was appointed "to assist R.H. at her request in arranging

and attending to her domestic affairs as occasion may require." The
committee made its report next month: they found "her business in

a difficult condition. ... At her request this meeting appoints

Jonathan Gordon to take the case in charge and render her such

assistance from time to time as may be necessary and report to a

future meeting." A few years later, October 1871, there is this entry

in the minutes: "Aaron Elliott, Daniel Wheeler, Jonathan Harris

and E. E. Mendenhall are appointed to have the case of E. P. Hall's

family under care and if in theirjudgment it is necessary, to afford

some relief and report to the meeting." Again in August 1876,

three men and three women were appointed as "a standing com-

mittee for the year to have charge of the suffering and afflicted

members of this meeting and others not in membership with

Friends and report to next meeting." This would indicate a com-

munity-wide concern. In these days when many churches have a

"clothes closet" stocked with good, clean clothes or a "pantry"

stocked with staple foods, we find it interesting to read in Septem-
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treasurer; Elbert D. Newlin, minister; Reynolds Neave, superintendent ofthe Bible

School; Henry Davis, chairman ofthe Parsonage Building Committee.

ber 1852 that Deep River Friends had such provisions for emer-

gencies: "Winslow Davis was imploid [sic] to have charge of such

provisions."

Other instances of concern for one another appear occasionally

in the Minutes. In August 1 820, a committee was appointed to: "see

if the legal rights of the widow's children be legally secured."

A general concern for the elderly is revealed in a minute dated

July 1829 when appointments were made "to join with women
Friends in visiting the aged and infirm and report to next meeting."

In the twentieth century, concerns of this nature are also seen, but

in a somewhat different way. In April 1913, this minute appears:

"It is proposed to have an Old People's meeting at this place," and a

committee was appointed to have it in charge. For several years this

continued to be an event to which the congregation looked for-

ward.

A few years ago Deep River organized a group of Senior Citizens

for the community at large and called it, "The Valiant Sixties," but

so many in this age bracket are so active and busy that they do not
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respond to an invitation to another meeting. Since Social Security

provides for financial and health needs, welfare is hardly the prob-

lem it was in earlier times.
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Trivial— and Not So Trivial

"Here a Little— There a Little'

Anyone who has visited old cemeteries in this area is aware that the

oldest markers are ordinary field stones, some with dates, but with

no lettering. This was partly because stonecutters were not available

in frontier days; it was also to avoid ostentation. As Friends became

more financially able, and as non-Friends around them provided

more impressive stones, the tendency was to use more elaborate

grave markers. This concerned the more conservative Friends. In

the minutes ofJanuary 1831, Deep River prescribed that markers

should be "not above nine inches, unwrought stone, with the initials

of the deceased inscribed thereon." The Deep River cemetery was

really a community burial place, the only one for miles around. The
influence of those outside Friends who used the Deep River

grounds was no doubt a liberalizing factor. The committee ap-

pointed to restrain the use of larger and more elaborate stones

reported, "They find but few willing to remove them." By July

1846, the concern was once again before monthly meeting: "The

committee ... on the subject of tombstones report it is in their

judgment that tombstones twelve inches high with smooth tops,

with the name of the individual, birth and death, may be admitted

in our grave yard and anything more be considered superfluous."

A committee ofJoseph Wilson, David Beard, and Amos Stout was

appointed to "settle all stones ... to that hight [sic] and to endeavor

to obtain the consent of the relations to have tops squared and keep

all superfluous stones out of the grave yard for the future." Unfor-

tunately, for that reason it is now impossible to identify many of

those early graves.
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Money

Financial matters were not a real problem in the early days of

Deep River. Friends cut their own wood for fuel and shared it with

the meeting. There was no church staff to be paid. There was yearly

meeting stock (money) to be raised each year but this was not large,

and asking members for a subscription usually cared for that.

As demands increased, even slowly, members grew tired of being

asked so frequently for money. In October 1854 a budget was first

mentioned. A committee was appointed "to propose to the Meeting

an amount to be raised which in their judgment will meet the

ordinary expenditures for a year," so as to avoid "the necessity of

having money matters and assessments so often before the Meeting"

(italics added). In February 1855 the committee proposed the sum
of fifty dollars, "which is directed to the Treasurer to proportion

and collect."

It is interesting to note that only $42.77 was actually raised, but

the expenditures were held to $41.7772, so there was no deficit! In

the budget of 1858, again $50, an item of $7 was included for the

care of the building. By 1863 the caretaker's pay had risen to $10.

In 1865 (at the close of the war) the responsible committee reported

that William Beard had been employed "for 300 pounds of flour."

In October 1885 Jonathan Beard "agreed to keep the house swept,

benches dusted, keep fires during meeting hours, doors shut and

locked, for fifteen dollars for one year." This was satisfactory to the

meeting.

No doubt in the early days the meal at quarterly meeting was

completely provided by housewives bringing the food. However, in

July 1914 we find this entry in the minutes: "Isla Briggs reports an

expense account for a part of Quarterly Meeting lunch amounted
to sixty cents." This was paid. Two years later in 1916 the minutes

reported: "A small expense of sixty-seven cents for a part of Quar-

terly Meeting lunch was presented." By 1920 the cost had risen to

$3.80, including sugar and ice!

Epidemics

Deep River experienced several epidemics. In 1859 there were
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many cases of typhoid fever among the students of New Garden
Boarding School. Harper Stuart was sick with typhoid and later

died. He was only twenty-seven years old and a very promising

young man.
An epidemic is mentioned in The Farmers Advocate of November

1 875, quoting earlier sources:

After the Civil War, Jamestown had a terrible epidemic of

smallpox, which some feel had been brought back by the

returning soldiers. One old woman lived alone in a house

located between the Coffin-Tilden house and the Richard

Mendenhall Plantation. [The chimney, the last remains, was

still standing in 1911.] She was unfortunate enough to con-

tract the smallpox in a time when the disease was so dreaded

and so contagious that people were afraid to care for her

and expose themselves and their families to the terror of the

smallpox. After a time, perhaps by noticing no smoke from

the chimney, perhaps by discreet peeking at the windows, it

was decided that she had died. What now could be done to

give her a proper Christian burial? Again, afraid of the

contagion, no one dared enter the pox-ridden house.

At long last they located a brave gold miner, an Englishman

named Gribble who had had smallpox and survived. Being

immune, he went to High Point for a coffin and returned to

carry out his grim duty. Leaving the coffin outside in the

wagon, he went into the house and got her body, wrapping it

in a sheet. Placing the body in the coffin, he realized he had

forgotten a hammer. Borrowing a hammer from a neigh-

bor, William Woodburn, he finished the job of nailing up
the coffin. The unfortunate woman was duly buried.

As Gribble returned the hammer to Mr. Woodburn [an

earlyJamestown merchant and named in the Minutes of the

Temperance Society] he remarked that perhaps Woodburn
should not use the hammer right away. As a precaution, it

was left out in the rain and sun for about two or three weeks.

Finally needing it, Woodburn used the hammer. He soon

contracted a bad case of smallpox but survived it. Whether
or not the two are connected can never be proved, but

Woodburn never doubted that his case of pox was to be

blamed on the hammer. 1
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A minute of November 1918 calls attention to a more recent

epidemic: "On account of an epidemic of influenza in a dangerous

form spreading all over the country, all public meetings, schools,

etc. have been closed for five weeks. Making four Sabbaths we have

missed holding meetings. At this time the quaranteen [sic] is lifted

in most places."

Separate Meetings Ended

As was customary among Friends, Deep River women met sepa-

rately from the men for business. They kept their own records.

They did confer with one another when needful and sometimes

appointed joint committees.

However, in the men's Minutes for June 1892, there is this brief

entry without any explanation: "It was decided by the meeting that

from this date we shall have but one set of Minutes, having one clerk

and an assistant." It is not indicated which party initiated the idea of

doing away with separate meetings, or who promoted it.

Silkworms

In the early 1800s silkworm culture was becoming a popular

occupation in the United States and in North Carolina. The first silk

factory was built in Connecticut in 1810. North Carolina was nat-

ural for silkworm culture since the leaves of the native mulberrry

tree were the favorite food of the worms. A special variety of

mulberry was introduced {multicalis) because it produced more
leaves than the native species.

Members of Deep River Meeting were involved in the home
production of silk. It is a well-established fact that Richard Menden-
hall had silkworms in his basement and produced skeins of silk on a

small basis. It has been conjectured that the reason "the original

brick addition to the Mendenhall house on the west side was re-

placed with wood siding, is that when the decision was made to raise

silkworms, a well ventilated place was needed. The wooden siding

would allow cross ventilation."2 How long the raising of silkworms

continued cannot be determined.
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Guns along the River

The statement has often been made that Quakers in the Deep
River area did not have guns in their homes but that is probably not

true. That the Quakers did not use their guns for military purpose

or self-defense is probably an accurate generalization. Wild game
of all kinds was so abundant in early Guilford County that keeping a

"squirrel gun" handy was no doubt almost a necessity. Rabbits were

often trapped by small boys as well as by grown men because they

were easily caught, but quail, squirrels, wild turkeys, deer, and

other wild life required a rifle. And there were plenty of predators

such as foxes and wolves and hawks which called for a gun.

It is almost certain that there were Quakers who made guns, not

for military service but for the purposes indicated above. The Deep
River area produced a large number annually. Jack Perdue, an

authority on the subject, lists eighty-one "gunsmiths" and "stock-

smiths" along the different branches of Deep River and many of

them had good Quaker family names: Armfield, Gordon, Gard-

ner, Ledbetter, White, Lamb and Wright. 5 Captain Billy Lamb was

a colorful character. He, like most of the gunsmiths, was a good

marksman and very proud of it. It has been told that one day he had

a squirrel treed out in the woods and the squirrel peeped around a

limb and asked, "Is your name Lamb?" Billy replied, "Yes, it is."

"Captain Billy Lamb?" "Yes," was the reply. "Then don't shoot. I'll

come down." 3

There also seem to have been members of Deep River Meeting

who made guns.

During a 100-year period encompassing the entire 19th

Century, there were produced around Jamestown slender,

graceful muzzle-loading rifles which although made by

many different individuals, share certain characteristics

which constitute theJamestown rifle.

Research to date has not revealed who originated theJames-

town style. The area was settled primarily by Quakers

during the third quarter of the 18th century. Many of these

Quakers migrated to this area from Pennsylvania where

gunsmithing was a common trade and the so-called Ken-

tucky rifle was developed. Other Quakers migrated here

from Nantucket and from Rhode Island, and there is a
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similarity in style ofJamestown rifles and early 19th century

New England rifles.

Thaddeus Gardner was born in Guilford County in 1774 to

William and Suzanna Gardner who had migrated here from

Nantucket in 1772. They were a Quaker family and

members of Deep River Monthly Meeting from which

Thaddeus was disowned in 1814 for excessive use of pro-

fanity after repeated attempts to convince him to mend his

ways. Just when Thaddeus began making guns is not

known. . . . We do know that by 1836 he had a large scale

gunmaking operation as he advertised in a Charlotte, N.C.

newspaper that he had ".
. . rifle guns for sale. ... 40 or 50 on

hand." ... In the 1850 census of manufacturing, this shop

was listed as being operated by William Gardner. 3
. . . The

shop was equipped with water power and annually used

2000 pounds of iron, 100 gun locks, 1000 bushels of coal

and $60 worth of miscellaneous materials. The annual

production was 100 "rifle guns." . . . William Gardner and
his wife Penelope Hill Gardner are both listed as ministers in

the Deep River Monthly Meeting Minutes of 1861. 4
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Some Prominent Families

There Were Giants in the Land"

Thomas Carlyle, the Scottish philosopher and essayist, is quoted as

saying, "History is but the biography of great men." Certainly the

history of Deep River Meeting can never be fully appreciated

without noting some of the people who helped to make the meeting

and the community what it was. A large number of influential

people lived in this rural, relatively small area, especially during the

1800s.

The Beards and Their Hats

The first Beards to live in the Deep River community were

Richard Beard (1742-1803) and his wife, Eunice Macy Beard.

New Garden Monthly Meeting received a membership certificate

for them from Nantucket in 1772, before Deep River was a month-

ly meeting. Their home was located "a few hundred yards south of

Deep River Church and cemetery." 1 According to tradition, British

General Cornwallis camped in and around Deep River Church with

his tented headquarters under four large white oak trees in the

Beard yard. The Beards' five children were apparently born in

Nantucket but all, even the married ones, came with the family to

North Carolina. At least three settled in the Deep River community.

Reuben married Mary Hoggatt in 1 785 and established himself a

short distance west of the Deep River Meeting House. Elizabeth

married Thomas Bull in 1789 and they had five children. The
minutes of Deep River Meeting of February 3, 1806, record that

"the Legislative Body at our request by law altered all the names of

those persons who are members of our meetings" called "Bull" to
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that of "Talbot." William married Lavinah Gifford and apparently

lived with his parents. To them were born five children all of

whom appear to have married and lived in the community. The
oldest son David (born 1774) purchased in 1797 a tract of land

from Phineus Mendenhall about one mile north ofJamestown. The
father, William, died in 1795 at an early age and in his will gave

David "all the interest in his hatter's trade, also all the hatter's

tools."
2 David built and equipped a hat shop about two hundred

feet west of his home. An historical marker now located on the

High Point-Greensboro road at the south end of Penny Road
reads: "William Beard made and sold hats at his well-known shop,

established before 1795 and later operated by his son, David. Site

1V3 mi. N."

Beard's hats were widely known and used. They are immortal-

ized in Benjie's Hat by Mabel Leigh Hunt. 3 Benjie, with typical

boyish carelessness, lost several of his hats and his grandmother

finally bought a hat from the Beard Shop. She paid one pig and two

and one-half bushels of turnips for it. There are probably several

Beard hats remaining in the community today. One is in the

Friends Historical Collection at Guilford College. The Beards must

have had a fairly large business. "Some two hundred feet north of

the Shop was a fine spring of water and a short distance down-
stream was a tan yard of twenty or twenty-five vat capacity." 4

David and Rebecca's three children did not remain in the Deep
River community. When William married he moved to Davidson

County. His children and grandchildren scattered widely. David's

second son married and went to Illinois. The daughter, Lydia,

married and lived at Florence for a while and then migrated to

Indiana. David died in 1849 an<^ Rebecca in 1858.

The Beard family was continued in the community through

David's brother, Benjamin, who married Mary Thornburg about

1804. Several of their eight children joined the exodus to the West

in those turbulent days leading up to the Civil War. But the young-

est son, William S., stayed to live on the Beard homeplace near the

meeting house. For many years he was postmaster at Westminister

which served the Deep River community. For at least a few years the

post office was located in the front part of his house. He and his

brothers, David, Jr., and Aaron, had a substantial manufacturing

operation at Florence. They made the "Pugh" plow, wagon carts, ox
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Beards Hat Factory. Picture by Micajah Henley, 1873. William S. Beard in the

door. David's home was 200feet east of the hat shop. The spring was at thefoot of

the hill back ofthe shop, and the tannery 300 yards east ofthe spring. The shop was

finally used as a stable before it was torn down.

yokes, weaving looms, and other articles as demand required. This

prosperous business was laid down when the two brothers, David

and Aaron, went to Indiana about 1854. A few years later William

tore down the buildings.

William S. and his wife, Sarah Johnson Beard, had three chil-

dren. The oldest, Franklin, went to Indiana. The daughter, Susan,

married and moved to Greensboro. Jonathan Gifford, the young-

est, married in 1 880 and settled on the homeplace, caring for his

parents until their deaths. Jonathan's son, Virgil (5th generation),

followed his father's example and lived at the old homeplace also. A
relatively new stone in the Deep River cemetery reads:

William Virgil Beard / 1880-1964 / The last direct descen-

dant /

of the Beard family which settled / in this community in

1772 /

There were no children

One of the descendants of this family to win national and even

international recognition was Dr. Charles Austin Beard. His father,
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1

Ruth Beard Sledge, holding hat made by David

Beard.

Henry, moved to Indiana in 1867 to rebuild his fortune after the

Civil War and Charles was born there in 1874 at Knightstown. Dr.

Beard, after graduating from DePauw University, studied English

history at Oxford and afterward helped in establishing Ruskin

College at Oxford. Later he returned to America and taught at

Columbia and Johns Hopkins universities. His influence on the

writing and teaching of American history was enormous. He is

generally credited with introducing the "economic interpretation"

of American history. His many works include The Rise ofAmerican

Civilization, written with his wife Mary Ritter Beard in 1927.

The Stuart Family

Another family to be noted is that of Amos Stuart, son ofJehu
and Sarah Guyer Stuart. Amos was a prominent and respected

member of Deep River Meeting and community and operated a

large dairy farm on what is now Willard Dairy Road. The farm is

still a large and thriving dairy. The substantial two-story brick
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BEARDS HAT SHOP
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house built by Amos Stuart about i 846 is still standing among the

present farm buildings but uninhabited and in an advanced state of

disrepair. Amos' first wife and the mother of his thirteen children

was Matilda Hadley of the Back Creek Meeting. One of his sons, Dr.

Jehu Harlan Stuart, writes of his father:

He was in hight about 5 feet 1 1 inches and weighed about

190 pounds by estimate. He was of vigorous, healthy, active

constitution, and being a farmer he always led the men and

boys whom he had as helpers and set them an example of

how work should be done. This occupation he kept up until

advancing age warned him that he should spare himself the

toil of the farm, but the spade, the hoe, the garden gave him

exercise and healthful interest until the end of his life. His

father died when he was 19 and he assumed the manage-

ment of the homestead farm, marrying at 22 Matilda Had-

ley, aged 18. It is hardly possible now to adequately picture

or describe the strenuous, arduous life that was lived on that

large, thin-soiled farm at old Deep River, from which had to

be gathered the sustenance and supplies for a large and

growing family. The task was enormous and it had to be

done without the aid of modern farm implements.

Practically all the clothing, linen, woolen, cotton and shoes

was manufactured from material produced and prepared

on the farm.

School facilities he had none except about six months under

a lady who taught a school nearby for young ladies. His

father was a wagon maker and he learned to do ordinary

wood work and blacksmithing pertaining to the needs of the

farm.
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He was a friend of schools and served long as School Com-
mitteeman in his district. He tried to procure good teachers

and kept his children in school. He was careful to attend

meeting regularly, both Sunday and midweek, and he never

hesitated to stop work that all members of the family might

go also.

His house was always open to travelling and other Friends

or Quakers, and it was no uncommon thing during quar-

terly or yearly meeting times to see it full to overflowing, and

the barn in like manner with horses. We all counted on these

occasions being very interesting and profitable from contact

with interesting and intelligent people. 5

The respect in which he was held is indicated by his appointment

at the age of thirty-four to the station of elder where he served his

meeting with devotion for about twenty years until he moved to

Indiana with his family in 1861 . He was appointed to the Board of

Trustees of New Garden School in 1846 and served continuously

until 1864, apparently returning to meet with the board after his

moving to the West. His son, Elbridge Amos Stuart, presented a

portrait of his father to Guilford College in 1941, and established

the Amos Stuart Fund, which has been used largely for student

aid.
6 According to Henry Clay Briggs, "My Grandfather Ledbetter

told me nobody kept accounts on Amos Stuart except the mer-

chants, so you can see what his neighbors thought of him." 7 His

reputation for honesty and integrity was apparently impeccable.

After the fighting erupted at Fort Sumter in April of 1 86 1 , Amos
Stuart moved, with his family, to Indiana where he spent his re-

maining days. His fruitful and productive life came to an end after

he had passed his ninety-sixth birthday in 1904.
8

Perhaps the most important accomplishment of the Stuart par-

ents was to rear a family of children all of whom became good and
useful citizens. Dr. Lewis Lyndon Hobbs, then president emeritus

of Guilford College, remarked, "There was a spirit in the family

which permeated the lives of all the children and each has filled his

place in life with a clean and distinguished record."9 Harper Stuart

taught in country schools including Deep River school and later was

on the faculty of New Garden Boarding School until his life was cut

short by the epidemic of typhoid at the school in 1859 wnen ne was

only twenty-seven years old. Jehu became a prominent physician in
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Minneapolis. One daughter, Eliza, married E. Gurney Hill, a

Quaker rose grower of Richmond, Indiana, who was "probably the

most noted in the world" at one time. 10 Possibly the most successful

of the children was Elbridge, who founded the Carnation Milk

Company which prospered and eventually processed as much as

seventy-five million gallons of milk annually.

Amos Stuart was an ardent opponent of slavery and sympathized

with the Union cause. He was greatly saddened by the war.

The Briggs Brothers

Another influential family in the more recent history of Deep
River is that of the three Briggs brothers all ofwhom were born in

Jamestown but who spent much of their lives in the Florence

community not far from the Deep River Meeting House. They

joined together in young adulthood to manufacture buggies and

carriages. Their father, Benjamin Franklin Briggs, with an uncle,

ran a buggy shop in Jamestown until his health failed. He died of

tuberculosis in October 1 864.

Henry Clay Briggs, the middle of the three surviving children,

has written a fascinating account of the way his newly-widowed

mother, Phoebe Ledbetter Briggs, her sister and an aunt, drove two

wagons pulled by horses and a mule through the Confederate lines

and over the mountains to Indiana to escape the trying conditions

during the closing months of the war. 11 However the mother and

her three sons returned to North Carolina after one year in In-

diana. The oldest son was Alpheus Martin, who was born in 1857.

In 1886 he married Mary Richardson. Their children were Mary

Hazel, who married Willam Dockery; Eugene Leroy, who married

Louise Collier; andJohn Gurney, who married Hazel Harmon.
Phoebe Briggs's second son, Henry Clay, was born in 1858 and

married Isla Horney in 1886. Their children were Bertha May who
married Ernest White; Mary Bessie who married Sam Carter;

Oriana who first married Will James and, after his death, Floyd

Ross; Maude who married Clarence Thornton; Isla Evelyn who
married Reid Goodson; Henry Franklin who married Essie May
Hodgin; Winifred who married Ralph Thornton; and Clarkson

who died at the age of ten.
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Briggs Brothers:John R., Alpheus M. and H. Clay.

Phoebe Brigg's third son was John Rufus who was born in i860

and married Alice Ledbetter in 1889. They had one daughter, Joy,

who never married and is recently deceased.

The names of this family are given more fully than some because

the Briggs descendants, more than any other Deep River family,

are active in the meeting today. Actually none of the family names
of the nineteenth century will be found in the Deep River directory

today although some of the earlier families are represented

through a mother's ancestry.

When they became adults the three Briggs brothers bought or

built homes within a few hundred yards of their buggy shop on

what is now Penny Road not far from the present fairgrounds. All

three houses are still standing and two of them are occupied, one by

family descendants.

Around the turn of the century the Florence community was

decreasing in business activity, and nearby High Point, six miles

distant, was becoming quite an active manufacturing center. The
Briggs brothers moved their buggy shop to the growing city and

two moved their residences, Alpheus in 1902 and Clay in 1922.
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About lg 10John moved his family to Greensboro so that daughter

Joy could attend the Woman's College of the University of North

Carolina. He severed his connection with the family business at that

time.

Alpheus moved his membership to the High Point Friends Meet-

ing but Clay and his family maintained an active involvement with

Deep River. Shortly before his death, at the request of his family,

Alpheus wrote a sketch of his life which shows how actively he was

involved in religious work and in the Society of Friends:

Joined Friends at Deep River in February, 1890. Was ap-

pointed elder and trustee of the meeting in 1892. Served

these appointments until we moved our business to High
Point inJanuary, 1902, when we moved our membership to

the High Point Meeting. Was appointed elder in High Point

Meeting and have served in this capacity to date (1935).

Appointed teacher of "Old Folks' Class" in Bible School in

February, 1903, and have served until August, 1935. . .

.

I was appointed clerk of Deep River Quarterly Meeting in

1910 and served for twenty years, when at my request I was

released. Was appointed on the Evangelistic Committee of

the yearly meeting in 1891 and have served continuously

since. . . . Appointed member of Orphanage Committee in

1 893 and served until the property was sold in 1 909 Was
appointed trustee of the yearly meeting in 1907 and served

twenty-two years. . . . Was appointed member of the Per-

manent Board in 1893 and have served to this date (1935).

I was reared in the Deep River community under some of

the best influences possible. My contacts with older Friends

was not always pleasant, as they were not very charitable

toward some ofmy wild ways and did not fail to tell me what

the results would be if continued. I can today appreciate the

interest they manifested in me, as it had a healthy influence

on my life. I was associated with a fine group of young

people in the day schools and in Sunday School. . . . and I

gathered from them an inspiration that has followed me
through a long life of active service. 12

A. E. Ledbetter, writing in 1908 of his recollections of the Deep

River community, comments:
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H. Clay and Isla Homey Briggs.

Alph Briggs was conspicuous in the performance of useful

and helpful things, particularly such as were disagreeable or

dangerous. If there were a tall tree to be "topped," a heavy

building to be "raised," a vicious horse to be "handled," a

bee-hive to be "robbed," a mad dog to be "run down" and

slain, a surgical wound to be dressed, a dead body to be

shrouded, Alph Briggs was there. 13

The memorial prepared for Clay Briggs also summarizes well the

life of this brother:

In the passing of Henry Clay Briggs, Third Month 19, 1947,

Deep River lost an irreplaceable link with the traditions of its

forebearers. Representing the sixth generation of his ma-

ternal ancestry who had been leaders in the meeting since its

founding by settlers from Pennsylvania, he had a great fund

of stories passed on from early days and always welcomed an

opportunity to share his knowledge with others. . .

.
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With his two brothers, Alpheus M. and John R., he always

attended the Sabbath School and Meeting, and in 1 890 they

and their families united with the Meeting. From that time

he was active in all phases of the work, serving as teacher,

secretary, and superintendent of the Sabbath School; he

became a trustee of the Meeting in 1912, and for many years

had been chairman and treasurer of that body and treasurer

of the Cemetery Endowment Fund. He had been an elder

for many years. . . .

He felt it his personal privilege to use his unusual me-

chanical skill to keep everything about the Meeting House,

cemetery and grounds in good repair. Years ago when the

brick walls of the Meeting House began to crack, he made
iron rods to hold them fast; the pump in the well, concrete

steps and hand rail are all his work. He also helped to make,

from lumber from the original Meeting House, the table

used by the Sabbath School, and made the reading desk in

the pulpit. After he retired from active work at Briggs

Manufacturing Company, he spent day after day alone in

the cemetery straightening tombstones, mending and re-

placing broken stones, and doing generally an upkeepjob in

the cemetery. . . .

But of all the helpful things he did for the Meeting in a

material way, his greatest contribution was the influence of a

deeply spiritual life. He was an example of Paul's admoni-

tion: Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman
that needeth not to be ashamed. 14

Clay Briggs was encouraged and supported in his service by his

good and faithful companion, Isla Horney Briggs, of whom it was

said:

From early in life she was a most consecrated follower of the

Master and for a number of years had been an elder in Deep
River Meeting and was always on important committees of

both monthly and quarterly meetings, serving willingly and
in a quiet, unobtrusive manner whenever and wherever

called upon. She will be greatly missed in the meeting and in

the community, but infinitely more in the home, where the

strength and beauty of her character and life were best

known. 15
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"Among the Giants"

If the full story of Deep River "giants" could be written after the

dimming of a century and a half, it would indeed be an impressive

story. Some of the outstanding ones have already had fairly ade-

quate treatment and recognition elsewhere. A chapter in Allen

Jay's Autobiography is devoted to Delphina Mendenhall, wife of

George C. Mendenhall and an elder in Deep River Meeting. 16 Errol

T. Elliott in his book, Quaker Profilesfrom the American West, includes

a chapter entitled, "Nereus Mendenhall, Tall Quaker of the

South." 17 Damon Hickey has written an intensive study of George

C. Mendenahll. 18 Guilford College's Ward Lecture for 1955 was

given by Frances Renfrow Doak on her idol and mentor, Mary
Mendenhall Hobbs, one ofDeep River's most illustrious daughters.

Some revealing comments of a biographical nature are made by

A. E. Ledbetter in a paper read at a roll call meeting at Deep River

on April 18, 1908. In it he enumerates by name eighty-two people

who were active in the meeting and community from 1874-1884,

and he comments at greater length about a number of individuals

who influenced him deeply. 19 Alpheus M. Briggs, in a brief history

of Deep River lists those who were active in his day, 1857-1 936.
20

All of this is a great tribute to the people of Deep River Meeting

over the years.

Founding New Garden School

Members of Deep River Meeting were very much involved in the

founding and development ofNew Garden Boarding School which

later became Guilford College. When, in 1831, the yearly meeting

appointed a committee "to prepare a plan for a boarding school," it

consisted of six members half of whom belonged to Deep River:

Nathan Mendenhall, Zimri Stuart and Jeremiah Hubbard. The
next year another committee was appointed to "locate such a school

and to have care of erecting buildings and putting it into opera-

tion." Four members of Deep River were appointed to the com-
mittee of seven: James Mendenhall, John Beard, Zachariah Coffin,

and Elihu Coffin. 21
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After the school was chartered several Deep River people served

through the years of its operation. Elihu Mendenhall, who was

appointed to the Board of Trustees in 1873, was chosen chairman

in 1875 and served in that capacity for over twenty-six years until

his hearing and general health began to fail at the age of eighty-six

years, in 1902.
22 No one else in the history of the college served so

long. When Guilford College was chartered in 1888, three of the

nine members of the first faculty were from Deep River: Mary E.

Mendenhall, Gertrude Mendenhall, and J. Franklin Davis.

In the Yearly Meeting

In North Carolina Yearly Meeting of Friends the members of

Deep River Meeting also took leading parts. During the 1800s eight

of the clerks were drawn from Deep River and together they served

a total of thirty-two years, almost one-third of the century. 23 In the

quarterly meeting, since there were only two monthly meetings

from its founding in 1818 to the setting up of High Point Monthly

Meeting in 1 892, Deep River and Springfield alternated quite regu-

larly in providing the clerk.
24

This is a remarkable record. "There were giants in the land in

those days"(Genesis 6:4; Numbers 13:32, 33). But the giants of

Deep River were "good" giants, to be emulated, not feared. When
the first statistical reports were requested by the yearly meeting in

1872, Deep River reported only 159 members. It is a remarkable

tribute to the quality and character of the relatively small member-
ship that so many held positions of leadership. The history ofDeep
River Meeting is indeed the biography of a great and good people.
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David and
Eleanor Lassiter Henley

In many ways the story ofDavid Vestal Henley is very similar to that

of many Quakers coming into the Piedmont during the latter half

of the 1700s. His grandfather, a John Henley probably born in

England, appeared in North Carolina Quaker records because of

his death on August 3, 1758, in Pasquotank County, Albemarle

Province. John's son, Jesse (1725-1801), appeared in court records

in Pasquotank County on July 1 1, 1745, in relation to a deed. By

October 21, 1765, his name shows up in Rowan County records

when he purchased 140 acres "on both sides of Trading Path and

both sides of Deep River in Rowan County," now Randolph. On
November 19, 1766, he was received into New Garden Monthly

Meeting by certificate from Pasquotank. Later he was listed among
the original members of Back Creek Monthly Meeting, organized

in 1792.

He apparently added to his land holdings from time to time. In

fact, some have thought he was a kind of land speculator, buying

and selling to his financial profit. The records of Randolph County

(organized in 1779) show that he purchased at least twenty-six

parcels of land. At his death in 1801 he left a total of 5,452 acres to

his children. He was generous with his land. He gave over 400 acres

to three slave families when he liberated them years before slavery

was a burning issue. On December 25, 1796, he gave 50 acres "to

establish a town at site of courthouse to be called Asheborough."

Jesse had at least seven children. His youngest son, Stephen,

became the father of David Vestal Henley, who with his wife is the

subject of this chapter. David, Stephen's youngest son, was only two

years old when his father died in 1820 of "Cramp colic," probably

appendicitis. In 1 844 he married a Methodist girl, Eleanor Lassiter,

whose family were loyal and active members of Oak Grove Metho-

dist Church on the west side of the Uwharrie River. Today a well
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David and Eleanor Henley withfour of their children,

Parthenia,Jane, Lizzie (Elizabeth) and Eunice.

kept country church is on the same site, with a panoramic view of

the Uwharrie River and the beautiful Uwharrie Valley.

Macajah Lassiter was a large landowner and successful business-

man. As was common in those days Macajah had a large family: ten

children by his first wife and eleven by his second. Eleanor was

number nine. Macajah's tombstone, which stands some five feet tall,

is fairly legible today after these more than 1 30 years and reads as

follows:

Macajah Lassiter / Departed this life /June 3rd, 1854 /

Aged 90 years / He was twice married / 2 1 children 96
grandchildren / 81 great grand children / and 4 great

great / grand children.
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Eleanor must have had a strong attachment to and love for her

childhood church for it was eighteen years after their marriage

before she became a Friend. David was a faithful member of Back

Creek Meeting where he served in various responsible positions

including that of clerk for many years.

The War Years

The Henley family suffered much during the Civil War. They
had to bury their valuables under the pig pen and they kept their

horses tethered as far back in the woods as they thought they could

find them again. Often deserters were hiding in nearby woods and

they would appear frequently at the house pleading for food.

Eleanor would feed them, often at great risk to herself. On occasion

they would sit at the family table, their guns beside them, expecting

at any time to hear the sound of horses' feet on their trail. David did

not have to go to war because he was not physically strong and

perhaps partly because of his age since he was in his middle forties

at that time. Later he did have to pay $500 in lieu of his going and

also a similar amount for his oldest son.

The Henleys had heard such good reports from Friends who had

earlier gone to Ohio and Indiana that they made plans to go west

even before the war was over. They made arrangements with a

neighbor, William Lowe, to look after the farm and the affairs left

behind. But when they considered the size of the family (twelve

children including a tiny baby), the amount of provisions required

for them and the horses, and the capacity of the covered wagon
which was to carry them and all their goods, it seemed too big an

undertaking. They decided to buy a farm in Guilford County, near

Deep River Meeting House, adjoining that of David's sister, Anna,

who had earlier married Henry Davis of the Deep River com-

munity.

Moving to Deep River

The move was made by installments, the older children going to

the new farm to care for things there while the little ones remained
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The Henley Men. Seated: Dougan Clark andMica-

jah Charles. Standing: Nathan Pearson and Jesse

Ambrose.

with the mother and father at the old home. David was going back

and forth much of the time. The old farm, near the confluence of

Carraway Creek and the Uwharrie River, was only thirty-five miles

from the new one. But the family traveled slowly on their final trip,

partly because they were also driving the cows and sheep. The first

night found them at Brown's Crossroads where they secured a

room for Mother Eleanor and six-weeks-old Eunice while the men
camped out in the wagon to watch after their load and the animals.

The second night they were within one mile of the new home when
they finally succumbed to the pitiful cries of the little baby who had
had colic most of the way. The William Beard family (of Beard's

Hat Shop) welcomed the mother and babe into their home for the
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night while the others completed the journey. The next morning

Eleanor walked the remaining mile carrying little Eunice and what-

ever things they retained for sleeping overnight.

Here they established themselves on a large farm and were soon a

part of the community. Eventually there were thirteen children,

not counting two who died in infancy. Much later they "adopted"

an orphan girl (Ava Sheckells, later Mrs. Bunyon McPherson) who
lived in the home for several years to help care for the mother in her

declining years. Eunice married J. Winston Blair. Eleanor lived to

be ninety-two and died in 1903. So eventually the family numbered
eighteen, including the parents, although some of the older chil-

dren had probably left home before the youngest were very old.

At Work in the Meeting

The responsibility of such a large family did not deter David and

Eleanor from participating in community affairs and especially in

the Friends meeting. David was an elder for all of his later years and

Eleanor, after serving as an elder for twenty-four years was re-

corded as a minister in 1 890. The family was so regular in attending

meeting twice a week that even the farm animals seemed to be

aware of the calendar. The Henleys used a pair of mules to convey

them for a number of years and tied them to a specific tree on the

meeting house grounds. On one occasion midweek meeting had

been cancelled. But one of the mules which had been turned loose

to graze did not forget her weekly chore. She betook herself to the

meeting house and was found standing dutifully by her hitching

tree.

Labors on the Farm

The burden of the work in caring for such a large family fell

especially heavily on the mother. All cooking was done at an open
fireplace until about 1 855 when a stove peddler came along and a

stove was purchased. To the women fell the task of preparing

cotton, flax, and wool for making into garments and bedding. Dye
stuffs came from the fields, the woods, the garden, and the hedge-
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The Henley Women. Seated: Mary H. Williams, Parthenia H. Snipes, Sarah

Ellen H. Thrift, Annie H. Couch. Standing: Asenath H. Gossett, MarthaJane H.

McCracken, Nancy Elizabeth H. Gordon, Eunice H. Blair, Gulielma H. Gran-

tham.

rows. They were "set" with copperas, alum, rusty nails, salt, and

turpentine. Soap and candles were made in the home. Even the

candlewicks were made from cotton and spun into a string. Corn
husks were made into sun hats, fans and dolls; braided into door

mats and twisted into cords for chair bottoms, scrub mops, and

mattresses for the beds. Of course, all the foods, winter and sum-

mer, came from the farm and were prepared in the kitchen.

The men had to make many of their tools and improvise for

many needs. A strip of hickory bark, for instance, served to hold a

gate closed. A blacksmith shop on the farm did most of the metal

work necessary and provided a place for horseshoeing. Repairs to

plows, wagons, buggies and tools were necessary. Many small arti-

cles for home use such as fruit peelers and corers were made there.

Although every farmer, even Quakers, kept a gun, David Henley

probably did not make his own. The 1 850 census listed eighteen

gunsmiths and eighteen gunstockers in the Jamestown-Deep River

area. The Henley shop was large enough to accomodate wood-
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working. Ox yokes, cradles for reaping, grain bins, looms, water

and feed troughs, and probably some household furniture also

came from such a shop.

Tributes to Life and Character

After all the hard work was done in providing a home and a

living, David and Eleanor still found time to care for religious,

educational, and humanitarian concerns. David was an elder in the

meeting after 1 874 until his death twenty-nine years later. Of him
the Deep River Meeting wrote in his memorial:

His worth was recognized by Friends when quite young, as is

shown by his being appointed to fill many positions of trust

in the meetings to which he belonged. . . . He seemed

especially concerned for the welfare of the young people

and feared that some were "quenching the Spirit." He often

admonished them in public and in private to do all that the

Lord required of them. . . . He was an affectionate and

devoted husband and father, tender and thoughtful in the

care of his family.

It should be added that he often, and perhaps usually, accom-

panied his wife on her visits to other meetings. Their names appear

frequendy in the minutes of Deep River Monthly Meeting.

Eleanor was also appointed an elder in 1 876, and in 1 890 she was

recorded as a minister. In the memorial prepared by her meeting

after her death it was written of her:

She spent much time and travelled many miles visiting

meetings, families, jails, almshouses and doing whatever the

Lord directed. Her life was largely spent in loving ministra-

tions to others at the bedside of the sick and suffering,

comforting the dying and those in distress. . . . She was

strong in principle, pure and upright in character, loving,

kind and patient in disposition, industrious in habit, and
ever true to her convictions of right.

1

David and Eleanor Henley raised a family of fifteen children

about whom a neighbor said, "There wasn't a black sheep among
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them." Four sons and nine daughters, each lived to be sixty-five or

more, and led lives of usefulness and service, each one worthy of a

memorial similar to that of their parents. They, too, raised fine

families — a total of fifty-two in the third generation and at least

ninety-four in the fourth, and current, generation. So injust such a

way is the rich heritage of a nineteenth century family carried on
and passed to a still younger generation to be a blessing in their

time.

The names of the fifteen children are:

Dougan Clarke Henley 1845-!93!
Mary Henley Williams 1846-*934
Parthenia Henley Snipes 1848-*934
Micajah Charles Henley 1849-!943
Sarah Ellen Henley Thrift 1851- !93!
Susan Henley 1852-1854
Anna Maria Henley Couch 1854-1948
Asenath Minerva Henley Gossett 1856-!93o

Nathan Pearson Henley 1857-1948

Jesse Ambrose Henley !859-!95!
Martha Jane Henley McCracken 1861-1940
Nancy Elizabeth Henley Gordon 1863- !932
Eunice Henley Blair 1865-*953
David Vestal Henley, Jr. 1866-1866

(lived four days)

Gulielma Henley Grantham 1870-!9°5
Ava Louise Sheckells McPherson 1891- J 956

(A little girl they took to raise)

Much of the material in this chapter has been gleaned from an

unpublished manuscript entitled, "Linsey-Woolsey Days," Original

Memoirs ofJessie Henley Parker. This material has been edited by

Mrs. Parker's daughter, Eleanor Parker Bell who is a great-grand-

daughter ofDavid and Eleanor Henley, the subjects of this chapter.

The writer has also made visits to the Oak Grove Methodist

Church and that community and to the old Henley farm, less than a

mile from Deep River Meeting House. He has also talked at length

with the several grandchildren still living in this general area.
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Nereus Mendenhall

"Tall Quaker ofthe South"

Nereus Mendenhall was fortunate in having the parents he did. His

father, Richard, was a scholarly person, able to read the Classics in

their original Latin. His mother was Mary Pegg Mendenhall, de-

scendant of a family from Chester County, Pennsylvania, as was

Richard. It was to these Quaker parents that Nereus was born in

1819, the fourth of seven children. The Mendenhall home in

Jamestown, still standing in good condition after a century and

three-quarters, was a center of hospitality for visitors, including

people of note as well as ordinary travelers and neighbors. The
conversations which Nereus heard were an intellectual stimulus. In

addition, the parents usually had some kind of school going in their

home, the store, the tannery or in a community building. Richard

had a gift in picking good teachers. Nereus attended most if not all

of these classes. In fact, his contemporaries might have called him a

bookworm. Although he enjoyed playing with others of his age, he

would be found more often perched in a tree, sitting on one board

with another in front of him for his books and his writing.

The Bible was his favorite book, and in his mature years he

usually had at least three copies nearby. He was at home in the

Hebrew Old Testament and the Greek New Testament. Later he

learned German and read much from Martin Luther, whose the-

ology he liked to compare with Quaker religious thought.

Nereus was fortunate not only because of the home into which he

was born but also because ofthe times into which he was born. It was

an exciting time as well as a stressful time. Great changes were

taking place.

Near the year of his birth the cast-iron plow . . . was in-

vented. When he was seven the first railroad in America was
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operated. When he was in his teens the McCormick reaper

was introduced. These, added to the Cotton Gin which had

been invented a few years before his birth, introduced an

economic revolution for the entire country. These were

truly exciting developments and would be discussed pro

and con in the Mendenhall home. 1

There were political developments, too. PresidentJames Monroe
had proclaimed the new American doctrine that warned European

nations not to interfere with American aspirations. Hordes of mi-

grants were populating the great West and new states were being

born. Indian rights in the new territory were being pondered by

thoughtful people. And always there was the overshadowing con-

troversy regarding slavery. Manumission Societies were being or-

ganized while he was a child. These matters inevitably went beyond

individual concern and spilled over into discussions involving reli-

gious and community responsibilities. He must have heard many
earnest discussions in his home, among neighbors, and in the

meetings for worship and business. In addition to all of this, Gov-

ernor Morehead of Greensboro and his associates were filling the

state with new and expanding ideas. Political power was shifting

from the old counties in the East to the new ones in the West.

All of these things stimulated a naturally curious mind. By the

time Nereus was thirteen he had determined to enter Haverford

College to further his education. His father did not feel he could

finance such a dream, so Nereus sought employment in nearby

Greensboro in a printing establishment. Four years of such work
provided for his needs in college, and he entered Haverford in

1837. He completed the work of four years in two, which Allen Jay
called "a very unwise procedure."2 The opening of New Garden
Boarding School the same year offered him a challenging oppor-

tunity to teach, and he became not only a member of the faculty but

also the principal. His daughter records that his responsibilities at

the school were arduous ".
. . for besides being teacher he was also

caretaker and governor and was constantly on duty from morning
until the boys were in bed."3

Nevertheless he found time to "read medicine" in preparation

for entering Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia. He may
have been influenced in this direction in boyhood by two enter-

prising doctors who lived only a short distance away on the same
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Dr. Nereus Mendenhall

street. Dr. Madison Lindsay built his home and established a medi-

cal "school" soon after Nereus' birth. Dr. Shubal Coffin did the

same thing a bit later nearby. There is a tradition that the two

doctors collaborated in the first use of ether as an anesthetic in

North Carolina, but this is unsubstantiated.

Whatever the motivation, Nereus entered Jefferson Medical Col-

lege in Philadelphia and graduated in 1845, after which he prac-

ticed medicine in Jamestown for five or six years. By this time he

had discovered that he was not suited by temperament to be a

doctor.

It was in this period that more and more attention was being

given in the state to the development of the Piedmont under the

leadership of Governor Morehead. Soon they were talking about a

railroad to connect the western counties to the seaports at Wil-

mington and Morehead. The North Carolina Central Railroad was

planned to go through Jamestown and High Point and on over the

Blue Ridge mountains at Round Knob. Nereus had always been

good at mathematics and liked the outdoors, so hejoined the survey

crew for the new railroad. The outdoor life, often living in tents,
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had an invigorating effect on his health which had always been

somewhat delicate.

In 1851 Nereus married Oriana Wilson, a former student of his

and a native of Mississippi. She was a very capable woman who had

moved to the Jamestown community to help her cousin, Delphina

Mendenhall, the wife of George C. Mendenhall, in the manage-

ment ofher affairs. She and Nereus had much in common since her

family had come from the Quakers of Nantucket and she was a

Mayflower descendant.

At first the couple lived in a log cabin, where High Point was soon

to develop, in order to be near his work on the railroad. Before long

they purchased a farm about one mile north of the Deep River

Meeting House. The house, with additions, still stands on the

original site and has been occupied continuously. Five daughters

would eventually enrich their home.

In a letter to a friend about this time, Nereus said he believed

teaching to be his God-given calling, and that he always felt as if he

were wasting his time when he was otherwise employed. 4 New
Garden Boarding School had always had a struggle to keep afloat,

and as events moved toward the Civil War the school's difficulties

increased. Because he sensed a great need here, he was led to renew

his association with the school.

This was probably the most stressful period of his entire life. New
Garden Boarding School was barely existing. Sometimes there

were not enough text books of a kind for all the children. Odds and

ends in family libraries were used to supplement what was available

at the school. When writing paper was unavailable, slates were used

for written work and for examinations. 5 A system of barter was

established whereby students, who were mostly from farm families,

could bring hams and bacon, corn and vegetables, apples and other

fruit in exchange for tuition.

Many questions haunted the thoughts of Nereus Mendenhall.

Friends in large numbers had already deserted their beloved state

to move to the West and all the opportunities it had to offer.

Already the yearly meeting was only a remnant of its former

strength. The uncertainties and anxieties in his mind were in-

creased by the repeated offers of his brother, Richard Junius, who
had already established himself solidly in the business world of

Minneapolis. His brother-in-law, Dr. Nathan B. Hill, had already
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made up his mind to leave for Minnesota and urged Nereus to do

the same. It was a time of great turmoil, outwardly and inwardly.

What should he do? He went so far as to pack his family goods and

take them to the railroad station.

Nagging questions still remained: What would happen to the

"remnant" of Quaker families who were remaining? What would

happen to the already badly weakened yearly meeting? What would
the young people enrolled in New Garden Boarding School and

other youth coming along do? No other qualified teacher was

available to carry on.

Deep in his heart he knew that he belonged to New Garden
Boarding School and to North Carolina Yearly Meeting of Friends.

The baggage and the trunks at the station were returned to his

home. "Where he wrestled with the angel of his deeper self, Guil-

ford College now stands, a college that might well have borne his

name. At that point also is a yearly meeting that needed his strength

and his leadership during the dark days of war."6

Perhaps the most fruitful period of his life remained. He threw

himself into the cause of reconstruction with great vigor. He was

the presiding clerk of the yearly meeting for eleven critical years,

i860 to 1871. He was elected to the state legislature and served for

two crucial years, 1874 and 1875. And he cooperated fully with the

efforts of Friends in the North through the Baltimore Association

in rebuilding the schools of the state.

During his stint in the legislature, a new state building was

proposed to care for the insane. Such people were in a most pitiable

condition, confined in jails and county homes without proper care

or medical attention. Such a building was constructed on a beautiful

campus in Morganton. As a member of the building committee he

personally supervised the construction and saw that no inferior

materials were used and that the money was well spent. It was

through his initiative and persistence that the new building was not

called an asylum but a hospital.

During his term in the legislature a new constitution was written.

Nereus and his friend, Dr. William Nicholson from Perquimans

County, who was also a member of the legislature, were on the

committe to draft it. Much ofthat constitution remains intact today.

In the full maturity of his life he did not completely retire. In

1886 his brother, Richard Junius, took him on an extended trip to
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Mexico, Yucatan and other Central American countries. Nereus'

sacrifice in staying on in North Carolina had not escaped his

brother's notice and appreciation.

His last years were spent at Guilford College, where he had
bought a cottage for himself and wife so that they might be near

their daughters, four ofwhom lived nearby. He frequently lectured

to the college students, and his personal library was often a rendez-

vous for many of them. After the death of Orianna in 1890 his

health failed steadily until his death in 1893. He had lived through

most of the nineteenth century, a century of great change for

Friends, and for his beloved North Carolina. He had been at the

heart of it.
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Elihu Mendenhall
and His Family

The Mendenhall name was a common one in the earliest days of

what is now western Guilford County. Mordecai Mendenhall

bought land in the southwest corner of the county, now south High

Point, in 1 752. Not far away was Stephen Mendenhall whose deed is

dated 1761. Nearby were Thomas Mendenhall and Moses Men-
denhall who received title to their respective lands in 1767. Other

members of the Mendenhall family lived in northwest Guilford

County.

Elihu Emery was descended from James Mendenhall, whose son

George founded Jamestown and named it for his father. When
James went on to Georgia in a few years he left two sons here,

George and Elijah. He put the original homestead in the hands of

son George but Elijah established himself "farther upstream at

what we now call Deep River." 1

When Elihu started out for himself he was living about three

miles directly west of the Deep River Meeting House on what is now
Skeet Club Road. Whether his grandfather, Elijah, or his father,

James, owned this farm has not been determined. W. W. Pegg, a

contemporary but much younger man than Elihu, says the farm

"included part of the original tract which [his great-grandfather]

James Mendenhall secured from Lord Granville in 1762."2
It was a

large farm of some three hundred and fifty acres.
3

The Early Years

Elihu was born in 1817 and grew up in a family of fourteen

children of whom he was the twelfth. His mother was Hannah
Hockett, a Friends minister. Although sharing in the work of the

family farm, he availed himself ofevery opportunity for intellectual
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development. As a boy he walked three miles to school, doing farm

chores morning and evening. After completing such studies as

were available at the Deep River School he enrolled in New Garden
Boarding School, entering the second term after it opened in 1837.

He proved to be a diligent student and pursued his studies with

serious interest.

At the age of twenty-four, in 1841, Elihu married Anna Hill,

daughter of Samuel and Mary Hill, a member of Back Creek

Meeting in Randolph County. She was described as being "a young
woman of great loveliness of character."4 Soon afterward Elihu

asked for a certificate of his membership to be sent to Back Creek

Meeting. The young family must have lived in that community for

some seven years. In February 1848, Elihu presented a member-
ship certificate to Deep River "for himself, wife, and children,

namely, Samuel and James Mendenhall." Elihu's brothers and sis-

ters had left the parental home one by one but beginning at about

this point in the family history Elihu became the "stay and support

of his father in his declining years." 5

When he returned to the Deep River community Elihu was given

increasing responsibility in the meeting. The minutes show that

within a few months he was appointed a representative to quarterly

meeting and the next year he became assistant clerk of the monthly

meeting. In 1856 he was appointed to be an elder. When the

meeting grew weary with frequent requests for small amounts of

money, he and one other Friend were asked to make an estimate of

yearly needs. This was the beginning of the annual budget. In 1869

he was appointed to a committee of six "to labor with those of our

members who use spirits as a drink," and later the same year he and
five others were on a committee "to confer with the Trustees on the

subject of selling the school and Poor Houses and report to next

meeting." Some years later (1880) the minutes reveal the first faint

movements toward a pastoral ministry in Deep River Meeting when
he was appointed on a "Pastoral Committee whose duty shall be to

cooperate with ministers visiting and laboring within their limits,

also as far as practicable to supply each meeting and neighborhood

with ministerial and other help to build up and strengthen the

members of our meeting." Others appointed on the committee

were Henry Davis, Nereus Mendenhall, Cornelius Carter, Gideon

Cox, David V. Henley, Eleanor Henley, Oriana Mendenhall, Julia
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W. Davis, Lucy Horney, Asenith B. Cox, Sophia Barker, and David

Wheeler.

Years of Maturity

Elihu was growing into full maturity. He was becoming known
not only as a successful farmer but also as an enterprising business-

man. About 1890 he and his son Samuel, who farmed with his

father, decided to supplement their farming by making and selling

shoes. Samuel took the lead in building and operating a tannery

and small shoe factory which normally employed about four peo-

ple. There was also a good supply of water for the tanning from

wells and perhaps springs, and also from a branch of the West Fork

of Deep River. Black oak bark was preferred for tanning and

preparing the animal hides and this bark was readily available from

nearby farms. William Pegg remembers as a boy watching his father

and older brother cut and peel the bark from such trees on their

farm which they often exchanged for shoes in the fall. These were

supposed to last them until they could go barefoot the next sum-

mer. He said that the Mendenhall shoes were "a bit rough but very

substantial."6

Elihu's wife, Anna, was also active and involved in Deep River

Meeting. Soon after the family came to the community she was

appointed a representative to quarterly meeting (April 1848), and

later she was on a joint committee of women and men Friends to

"labor as truth may direct for the removal of the many deficiencies

that exist among us." A year later she was requested to visit a young
woman who "had accomplished her marriage contrary to Disci-

pline." This was always a delicate task and called for a person of

sensitivity and caring concern.

But it is likely that Anna found her time well taken at home. In

addition to the two sons who were born to them in the Back Creek

community, two later children made a sizable family. Mary Eliza

was born on March 3 1 , 1850. Later she was a valued member of the

faculty of New Garden Boarding School and Guilford College. She

was married to a fellow teacher, J. Franklin Davis, on May 1 3, 1897.

A fourth child, William Allen, was born in 1854 but unfortunately

lived for only five years. The family was soon to be without a wife
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Elihu and Abigail Mendenhall.

and mother. Anna died on Christmas eve, 1856.

Abigail Mendenhall

Elihu was a member of the Board ofTrustees of Florence Female

School (which was located on what is now Penny Road) perhaps as

much as a half-mile from the Deep River Meeting House. The
principal teacher was Abigail N. Hill, a birthright member of Back

Creek Meeting, from which Elihu had married Anna Hill some
eighteen years earlier. The two women were not sisters but may
have been related.

As a child Abigail had a thirst for knowledge fully equal to that of

Elihu. Although a member of a large family (she was the sixth of the

eight children of Aaron and Miriam Hill), "she was so eager for an

education that her share of the chores at home, the evening spent in

study by the light of a pine-knot in the large fireplace and the walk

of two miles to school were counted no hardship but a privilege." 7

Later she attended New Garden Boarding School for one year,
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then taught school in her county where she saved enough money to

pay for one year at Westtown School, a Quaker school near Phila-

delphia. In the Friends Historical Collection there is a small note-

book in her own handwriting which tells of various experiences

while there. In 1857 she came to Florence Female School (variously

called Normal College, Girls School, etc.) to teach. In the files of the

Historical Collection is a flier announcing the winter term of 1857

which states that she was the principal teacher and which uses the

name, Florence Female School. The school was in operation only a

few years. The building is still standing, in apparent good condi-

tion, on the original site. When Abigail and Elihu were married

friends teasingly accused him of closing the school by marrying the

principal teacher. 8 The wedding took place in May 1859.

"Abby," as she was called by her friends, brought her member-
ship to Deep River Meeting in November 1 859, and both husband

and wife were increasingly involved in meeting activities. Her name
occurs frequently in subsequent minutes as she was appointed a

representative to quarterly meeting, to a committee to collect and

record the minutes that had not been recorded (September 1861),

to visit a young woman Friend who had married contrary to Disci-

pline (February 1862), and to look into an application for member-
ship (June 1862). In August 1863 she requested to be released from

being clerk of the women's meeting. There was no indication as to

how long she had held this posiition.

Throughout the many years of her membership at Deep River

she manifested a special interest in children and youth. This may be

illustrated by the story of a Friend who was a very small girl at the

time. One small boy was among those who were giving temperance

readings on Sunday afternoon in the meeting house. He was under

great emotional pressure and began to cry but he went on, sobbing

all the while, until he had finished his part. After the program was

over, Abigail came by where he and several other children were

gathered and took a dime from her purse and gave it to the lad. It

impressed the children because they seldom saw as much money as

a dime. As Abigail gave it to him she said, "I'm giving this to thee for

speaking, not for crying."9

One of the finest services that Elihu Mendenhall performed for

Deep River Meeting was the part he played in building the new
meeting house. This was the second of the two the meeting has had
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Florence Female Academy. This building now used as a

residence, stands at the corner ofPenny Road and East Fork

Road in the Florence community.

in over two hundred years. After almost two years of talk and

sometimes argument, three men were appointed in March of 1873

as a building committee, consisting of Elihu E. Mendenhall, Henry
Davis, and Nereus Mendenhall. It appears that Elihu, who was

named first, acted as chairman and set about immediately to collect

materials for building, as reported in the minutes of the next

session of Monthly Meeting. Although the building required

133,000 bricks as well as timbers and lumber, it was ready to use

within two years. It must have been well constructed for, although it

has been renovated from time to time and in recent years has been

thoroughly redecorated, the structure has served well for over a

century.

In the Community

The wholesome influence of Elihu and Abigail extended far

beyond the confines of the meeting house. Mary Mendenhall
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Hobbs, a cousin who was some thirty-five years younger than Elihu,

has written a beautiful account of this aspect of their lives:

The influence of these two dear friends. ... in their commu-
nity and over the entire Yearly Meeting has been great. . . .

Their home was a delightful resort not only to ministers and

"high seat" Friends, but as much so to the young life in the

neighborhood. They encouraged the formation of the Deep
River Literary Society, and by giving their support and

throwing their large hospitable home open to its entertain-

ment, they helped to keep it in successful operation. This

Society had a decidedly uplifting influence over the entire

body of young people in the meeting and community. They
enjoyed it all, both the literary efforts of the young and the

lively social fun-making after the regular session had

closed. 10

Both of the Mendenhalls had broad interests and concerns. The
memorial by Elihu's monthly meeting states,

He was a birthright member of the Society of Friends, and

was convinced in early life of their doctrines in regard to

temperance, simplicity, slavery and war. This conviction

enabled him to advise wisely many young men who came to

him in perplexity during the years preceding the "Civil

War" and also while the war was in progress. Those were

days that tried men's souls. His well-known Union prin-

ciples made him suspect by many of his neighbors who
favored secession and slavery. More than once he was

warned that he would be hanged, but the hangman never

came." 11

Abigail shared these feelings. "For several winters after the close of

the 'Civil War' she taught Freedmen in a house in her own yard. Not

a few have testified in later years to her practical and forceful

instruction both in textbooks and right living.
12

Their memorials also emphasize their mutual labors for the

needy.

The poor and afflicted were never turned away empty from

his door, but his alms were so quietly done that his left hand
knew not what his right hand did.

She loved people more than things and was interested in all
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The Elihu Mendenhall home on Skeet Club Road.

that pertained to them. Sorrow, suffering and want found

warm sympathy in her and she gave herself with her alms.

She was faithful to visit the sick and afflicted and her quick

insight enabled her to minister to their needs as few are

capable of doing.

New Garden Boarding School and Guilford College

A new chapter in the life of Elihu Mendenhall began when he was

appointed to the New Garden Boarding School Committee by the

Yearly Meeting and subsequently elected to the Board of Trustees.

This occurred in 1873 when he was about fifty-six years old. Per-

haps by this time his own family and business affairs had arrived at

the point where they were less demanding and he had more leisure

to devote to other things. At any rate, from this time until near his

death he gave an unstinting amount of time and energy to the

school. This was especially true after he became chairman of the

board in 1875 in which office he continued for over twenty-six

years. Only seven other trustees served as long a period of time. 13

In all of these years the roll call revealed him to be absent only 10

times out of possibly as many as 150 sessions. In the yearly meeting

memorial written after his death this testimonial was given:
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While he was able to meet with the Board his seat was seldom

vacant. It has for many years been a saying about the college,

when the day appointed for the meeting came, and often

with it a storm, in reply to the question, "Can the Trustees

get here today?" the answer was, "Elihu Mendenhall will,"

and soon his familiar buggy would drive into the yard. 14

Although a recovery from the depths of despair in the war years

had begun, New Garden Boarding School was having difficulty in

keeping afloat. The enrollment was only fifty-eight in 1874. Fi-

nances were so low that Elihu Mendenhall "offered to bear much
expense for food until the Superintendent was able to settle with

him without endangering the financial stability of the school." 15

According to the yearly meeting memorial,

The conditions were so discouraging that a part of the then

acting Board were in favor of selling the property and

closing the school. Then it was that one of the marked
characteristics ofour dear friend came helpfully into action.

Never in his life having once put his hand to the plow would

he waste his time and energy in looking back. "We can keep

the school going and we must." They could and they did. 16

But the outlook was improving. A decade later there were no

unpaid bills and the enrollment had increased to 122 in 1884. A
plan to work toward studies of a college level was proposed by the

faculty in 1 887 and the Charter for Guilford College was actually

received in January 1 889. Elihu's name was listed first among the

twelve original Trustees named by the state. The college was now
poised for years of growth and development but Elihu was ad-

vancing in years. He was reappointed for a six year term in 1 897 but

on September 29, 1902, he asked to be released from the chair-

manship of the board. The minutes of the board read:

E. E. Mendenhall tendered his resignation as chairman of

the Board. He said that he had felt for some time that it

would be right for him to take this step at his advanced age,

being in his 86th year, and growing dull of hearing he could

not conduct the business in a way satisfactory to himself.

Therefore he asked the Board to favorably consider his

resignation which was accepted after many expressions of

sympathy and appreciation for his efficient services as chair-

man through a period of about twenty-six years.
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He continued to serve as an honorary member of the board until

his death, and lived to see the College completely out of debt and
with an endowment of $175,000. The Board of Trustees at a

meeting held October 4, 1906, entered the following minute:

We have learned with sorrow that our distinguished Friend,

former chairman of this Board, Elihu Mendenhall, de-

ceased on the twenty-seventh of eighth month and we desire

to record our appreciation of his long and faithful service.

His untiring devotion to the interests of the institution and
his clear sense of its needs and of its usefulness and his

judicious business management of all matters pertaining to

it have been in a high degree helpful and encouraging.

During the long period of his connection with the Board,

extending over thirty years, there have been many discour-

aging periods, but in them all our beloved friend stood firm

for what he conceived to be the highest welfare of the school

and college, and no personal sacrifice was too great for him
to make when duty called whether to attend the meeting of

the Board or to contribute of his means to meet deficiencies

or to increase the permanent funds of the Board.

We feel the loss the college has sustained in his death.
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Some Special Ministries

The people of Deep River have, from the beginning, possessed

some special ministries outside the meeting that have had far-flung

influence. Three specific areas of this kind of ministry are public

service, teaching, and caring for small children.

Public Service

The first special ministry is that of public service and participation

in government. H. Clay Briggs has written of the Deep River

Meeting cemetery, "Twelve former members ofthe North Carolina

state legislature are buried here and it is unlikely that any other

country graveyard in the state had so many former legislators

buried in it."
1
It is true that in certain periods the Society of Friends

frowned upon serving in public office and, in fact, disowned mem-
bers for it, especially where an oath was required in the swearing in

ceremony. A specific instance of this is the case ofJohn Gordon. He
was "complained of for "accepting and acting in the office of a

member of the state legislature." The monthly meeting could not

agree to disown him and asked the Quarterly Meeting what they

should do. After several months the reply came, ".
. . put the

discipline into practice in this case."
2 The yearly meeting had for-

bidden members to serve in public office in 1 809.
3

Apparently Richard Mendenhall was the earliest member of

Deep River Meeting to be elected to the state legislature, in 1805.

His brother, George C, a widely known attorney who was disowned

by the meeting for marrying a non-Friend, was elected to several

terms: 1825-29, 1829-30, 1830-31, and 1840-43. Two of Rich-

ard's sons were also state assemblymen: Cyrus Pegg Mendenhall,

who later was Greensboro's second mayor, in 1860-61 ; and Nereus

Mendenhall in 1874-75. By this time Friends were no longer for-
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bidden to hold public office. Stephen G. Horney served one term in

the house, i868-6g. In 1870-72 Jonathan Harris represented Guil-

ford County. Much later, in 1905, 1907 and 1909, James R. Gordon
was elected. Still later Ottis E. Mendenhall, a son of Elihu, was a

member of the senate for three terms, in 1921, 1923 and 1925.

Some others who represented Guilford County but whose mem-
bership at Deep River cannot be confirmed were William Wiley,

1872-74; Cyrus J. Wheeler, 1879-80; and J. S. Ragsdale, 1881.

This is indeed a remarkable number of legislators to have come
from such a relatively small community.

Public office has also appealed to some in more recent years.

Florence White Allen was appointed assistant clerk of the High

Point Municipal Court in 1943 and served for fifteen years in that

responsible position. At the time of the retirement of the clerk of

court she was appointed to this position and filled the office for a

decade, 1958-1968. She called on other Deep River members to fill

out her staff, including Janie Thornton Carroll, Estie Pope, and

Dorothy Thornton Stephenson.

Two recent Deep River pastors have run for public office, that of

district representative to the state legislature. Charles R. Adams
sought the office unsuccessfully in the election of 1980 and Stephen

W. Wood was elected to be the representative from District 28, on

November 6, 1984.

Among the Teachers

A second special ministry that members of Deep River per-

formed was that of teaching. Probably the greatest among these was

Nereus Mendenhall (1819-1893) who was on the faculty of New
Garden Boarding School through the darkest days of its history

during the Civil War period.

Another Deep River man deeply revered for his teaching was J.

Franklin Davis who spent most of his teaching years at Guilford

College and was a member of the first college faculty. B. Russell

Branson, a graduate of 1926, recently wrote this summation of him
as a teacher.

:

The one teacher who had the greatest influence on my life
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was J. Franklin Davis in the school years of 1922-25 at

Guilford College. . . . The greatest good that came to me was

that he took me on individually for three years to teach me
Greek. ... I read much of the New Testament with him. . .

.

It is amazing what a teacher can reveal to a pupil on a "one

on one" basis.
4

Mary Mendenhall, a granddaughter of Elihu and the daughter

of Samuel, spent most of her teaching career in California. Her
degrees included a doctorate from Yale University. Her last years

were at San Diego State Teachers College as dean of women. Her
career was climaxed by her appointment to teach the history and

philosophy of education at the University of Pashgawar, Pakistan,

under a Fulbright Award, 1952-53. She was a lifelong member of

Deep River Meeting. 5 Mary's sister, Annie, pursued a teaching

career nearer home, in High Point. For many years she was dean of

girls at High Point Central High School. She moved her member-
ship to High Point Meeting in the 1920s.

David E. Henley was another product of Deep River Friends who
finished with the class of 1914 at Guilford College and then taught

at Oak Grove Seminary in Maine, at Whittier College in California,

and for ten years at Earlham College in Indiana. During most of

these years his second vocation was working with local Quaker
meetings or nearby Quaker organizations in almost every locality

where he lived, often on a volunteer basis. He also filled important

offices in Friends United Meeting headquarters at Richmond, Indi-

ana, between otherjobs. His death occurred in 1980.
6

Many Deep River members, for various reasons, found teaching

in nearby schools on elementary and secondary levels more to their

liking. Some of them, listed alphabetically (not chronologically), are

as follows: Margaret Davis Blanton, Etta Sullivan Borum, Judith

Matthews Bundy, Bessie Briggs Carter, Dora Matthews Horney,

Oriana Briggs James, Judith Mendenhall, Jennie White Rothrock,

Orpha Seifert, Adelaide Smith, Ruth Horney Watson, Grace C.

White, Bertha Briggs White, Dr. J. W. Weatherly, Mittie Jackson

Wilson.

Some who are teaching now include: Felix Carroll, Davidson

College; Carol Dunn, Anne Frye, Northeast Guilford High School;

Buford Frye, Principal, Sylvan School, Alamance County; Susan

Carroll Jones and Carlene Seifert.
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Mittie Jackson Wilson, for twenty-eight

years a teacher in the Colfax, Summerfield

andJamestown schools.

Foster Homes, A Compassionate Service

A third area of special ministry was that of response to social

needs, especially the needs of babies and small children.

On February 18, 1983, The High Point Enterprise ran a feature

article about "Mama Thornton," Evie Gossett Thornton, on the

occasion of her ninetieth birthday. She was called "Mama" because

she had taken into her home over a period of fifteen years more
than 1 30 babies and children. Having lost her husband, Eugene,

after only fourteen years of marriage, she needed to find some way
to support herself and her three children. Their Sunny Vale Farm
in the Deep River community came to be known as Baby Boarding

House. Evie Thornton did not plan it that way. The city of High

Point had an occasional need for a temporary home for orphaned

or needy children. A friend talked her into offering her home for

this purpose. The first child to be brought to her was a five-month-

old girl who stayed with her for six or seven years at which time she

was taken to Goldsboro to live. Forty-three years later she and her

husband came to High Point to help celebrate "Mama's" ninetieth

birthday.
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Evie Gossett Thornton on her ninetieth birthday.

The first set of triplets to be born in High Point Memorial

Hospital arrived in 1938. The mother was not doing well and the

father was unhappy about the way the babies were being cared for.

They were placed in Baby Boarding House. Mama Thornton's

home-made formula must have been good for the babies. They
stayed with her for over five years until the widowed father and an

older sister and brother could care for them. Today, the triplets

would not think of having Christmas without "Mama Thornton."

Each of the other 1 26 children has an interesting story to tell and

Evie Thornton has memories of each. She has kept a notebook

which tells when each one entered her home and when each one

left, and the birthdays of each. She has kept it up-do-date by noting

current happenings in their individual lives.

Ralph and Winifred Thornton discovered that handicapped ba-

bies and young children had need for homes. At one time Winifred

had four babies in cribs. Children with physical handicaps, victims
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Left: Winifred Thornton and

daughter, Elizabeth Caugh-

ron, with some ofthe children.

Below left: Dorothy Thornton

Stephenson, with babies in the

care of Maude and Clarence

Thornton.

Below: One of the children in

the care of Winifred and

Ralph Thornton.

tfV

of child abuse, and even some with mental handicaps found a haven

here. These came mostly from the county welfare department but

some came from the Children's Home of North Carolina at Greens-

boro. Some were for short-term care but one stayed as long as six

years. Two children became a part of the Thornton family. One
boy was legally adopted and is now a young husband and father in

the community. Because of legal complications the Thornton's

could not adopt the girl but she grew to adulthood in the family and

calls it home. Twenty-five children lived in this home over a period
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of years, and the family still has contact with many of them. The
Thorntons had three children of their own.

Clarence and Maude Thornton also shared in this ministry. They
accepted mostly babies from the Children's Home Society of North

Carolina at Grreensboro which needed short-term care and were

later legally adopted. At one time Maude Thornton had six crib

babies in her home. The Thornton's own three daughters were

expected to help get the babies ready for Sunday School and wor-

ship each Sunday. Probably as many as forty or more babies found

temporary love and care in the Thornton home over a period of

fifty years. Maude Thornton was still taking an occasional baby

after she was widowed and was over eighty years of age.

Other families in the meeting whose homes were open to foster

care were Otis and Lydia Thrift who extended arms ofcompassion

to probably a dozen boys and girls during the Great Depression in

addition to four of their own. Dora and Virgil Horney accepted at

least six children besides their own during the Depression years.

Lois and Henry Davis also took some children into their family

circle temporarily.

While each family was glad to receive the meagre pay from the

welfare department, it really was a service of love which money
could not buy. It was indeed a special ministry.



Epilogue

This is a time of transition for the Deep River Meeting and com-

munity. The city of High Point has already annexed the land up to

the property line of the meeting and is asking the county commis-

sioners to give the city zoning powers several miles beyond. Water
mains, sewer lines, and street lights are being provided right up to

the meeting property. A four-lane highway borders the meeting

house on one side leading to the regional airport only four miles

away, and a similar thoroughfare is planned for the other side,

leading to Greensboro.

These changes could turn out to be advantageous for the local

congregation. A new residential development has recently cleared

the city zoning commission less than a half-mile away and other

similar developments are sure to follow. The city is watching with

care the corridor created by Highway 68 from High Point to the

airport and seems commendably determined to keep it clear of

commercial clutter and business enterprises since the highway is

the gateway to the city for all arrivals at the airport.

Future years, then, hold promise of new opportunities for the

meeting. There is the leadership and talent latent in the congrega-

tion to undertake new and additional directions. Deep River Meet-

ing has a good reservoir of capable young and middle aged people.

One indication of this is the provision for after-school care. A
decade ago Deep River Friends became aware of the need for some

place for children to go after school while their parents were still at

work. Dozens of school buses pass the meeting house daily with

loads of children. It was natural for the buses to leave children there

in the care of adults until parents could pick them up at their

convenience when driving home from work. This has proven to be

a most welcome service to the community and is used and appre-

ciated by many families.

The potential and strength are there to enhance the years ahead.
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The John Sides Family: Sharon, Brett, John and Emily. Standing: April and

Matthew.

James Russell Lowell challenges all of us with these familiar words:

New occasions teach new duties; Time makes ancient good
uncouth;

They must upward still, and onward, who would keep

abreast of Truth;

Lo, before us gleam her camp-fires! We ourselves must

pilgrims be,

Launch our Mayflower, and steer boldly through the des-

perate winter sea,

Nor attempt the Future's portal with the Past's blood-rusted

key. 1
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charter Members

When William Wade Hinshaw was doing his tremendous Quaker
genealogical studies in the records of North Carolina Yearly Meet-

ing in the 1930s, Laura Worth, at that time chairman of the Com-
mittee on Records, tried to arrive at the names and the numbers of

the members of Deep River Monthly Meeting when it was set up in

1778. By looking at the records of births, deaths and marriages in

the Monthly Meeting Minutes and at other sources, she arrived at

the figure of ninety-six "charter members."

The original membership of the new monthly meeting included

Jemima Baldwin, John Baldwin, Catharine Barnard, Fran-

cis Barnard, Margaret Barnard, Tristram Barnard, Levinah

Beard, Phebe Beeson, Ann Bond, Edward Bond, Saray

Brazelton, Sarah Brooks, Ann Clasby, Charles Clasby, Bar-

nabas Coffin, Hannah Coffin, Libni Coffin, Lydia Coffin,

Mary Coffin, Samuel Coffin, Seth Coffin, Mary Cook,

Thomas Cook, Sarah Crues, Thomas Elmore, Latham Fol-

ger, Matilda Folger, Jonathan Gifford, Unice Gifford,

Philip Ham, Priscilla Ham, Obadiah Harris, Rebekah Har-

ris, Jonathan Harrold, Mary Haworth, Micajah Haworth,

Phebe Haworth, Phebe Healy, John Hiatt, Sr., Mary Hiatt,

Ruth Hinshaw, John Hoggatt, Joseph Hoggatt, Phebe Hog-

gatt, Ruth Hoggatt, Elizabeth Howell, Jonathan Howell,

Ann Huff, Abner Hunt, Judith Macy, John Macy, Sr., Mat-

thew Macy, Phebe Marshall, Charity Mendenhall, Dinah

Mendenhall, Jane Mendenhall, John Mendenhall, Mary
Mendenhall, Moses Mendenhall, Stephen Mendenhall,

Aaron Mills, Amos Mills, Henry Mills, Reuben Mills, Joseph

Pattison, Elizabeth Pike, Nathan Pike, Jane Sanders, Jr.,

Martha Sanders, Susanna Sanders, George Stalker, Sarah

Stalker, Archelaus Stanly, Jehu Stuart, Sarah Stuart, John
Sweet, John Talbot, Mary Talbot, Henry Thornbrugh, Jo-
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seph Thornbrugh, Rachel Thornbrugh, John Unthank,

Manlove Wheeler, Isaac Williams.



Appendix 2

Membership Statistics

The Yearly Meeting did not keep membership statistics until

around 1872. The following table gives the Deep River member-
ship by decades or half-decades, as available.

1872 — 136 1 94°— 218

1881 — 130 ^S — 282

1889—156 1955— 292

l895— J 73 i960— 256

!9 10— J 54 i97 — 244
1920— 201 !98o— 253
1930— 166 1984—197

The highest point appears to have been reached in 1955 when
the membership was 292. Membership statistics reported by local

meetings of the yearly meeting are not very reliable. Sometimes a

meeting would make a crusade in "cutting out dead wood." Other

years the committee or statistician would be hesitant to drop names

for fear of hurting family feelings. In recent years when yearly

meeting apportionments have been based on membership and the

budget has been soaring, the tendency has been "to clean house"

and drop as many names as possible. So most statistical tables

should be taken as approximate.
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Clerks

Clerks of Deep River Monthly Meeting of Men

(Note: For many years clerks did not sign their names and can be

determined only when a new clerk was appointed and sometimes

not then. The women's minutes end in 1892 when the men and

women began meeting together. Not much information is available

about women clerks.)

1778— "AppointsJohn Talbot dark [sic] until further notice."

1790— "This meeting appoints John Howell dark [sic] in room ofJohn
Talbot who desired to be released from this service.

1830—John Hubbard asked to be released.

1835 — Jonathan Mendenhall asked to be released— moving to I ndiana.

1836— Samuel Clark

1877 — Nereus M. Barker !929— Bertha White

1881 — J . Franklin Davis 1 944— Henry Davis

1 883— Dougan C. Henley 1 946— Bertha White

1884— J • Franklin Davis 1 949— Allen Seifert

1 889— Daniel B. Anderson 1 957— Gladys Beck

1891 — Samuel H . Mendenhall 1 964— Amelia Wilson

1 909— Romulus Welborn 1 967— Ralph Thornton

1910— Alice N. White ^68— Florence W. Allen

1911 — Samuel H. Mendenhall *972 — Mary Alice Moran
1912 — M. Pauline Mendenhall 1 975— Florence Allen

1920— Dora M. Homey 1 978 — Mary T. Clodfelter

1926— Henry Davis 1 98 1 — Florence W. Allen
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Members of Deep River Who
Served as Deep River Quarterly
Meeting Clerks

Members of Deep River Who
Served as North Carolina Year-

ly Meeting Clerks

1 846-5

1

Nereus Mendenhall 1803 Barnabas Coffin

1858-67 Elihu E. Mendenhall 1813 Barnabas Coffin

1871-77 Nereus Mendenhall 1815-21 Jeremiah Hubbard
1886-88 J. Franklin Davis 1824-26 Jeremiah Hubbard
1898-1901 Alice R. King 1827-29 Nathan Mendenhall

1901-03 Alpheus M. Briggs 1 830-35 Jeremiah Hubbard
(see note below) 1836-40 Nathan Mendenhall

1 860-7 l Nereus Mendenhall

(from 1912-1932, Alpheus Briggs was clerk of Deep River Quarterly

Meeting, but he had transferred his membership to the High Point

Meeting.)

Trustees of New Garden Boarding School
and Later, Guilford College

from The Guilford College Directory, 183J-1962

Elias Eliott

Amos Stuart

Nereus Mendenhall

Jonathan Harris

Samuel Coffin

Elihu Mendenhall

1845-1849

1846-1864

1847-1855

1849-1871

1858-1861

1873-1903
E. Clarkson Mendenhall 1900-1919
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Pastors

Joseph Potts— 1 89 1
*

Bessie Field— 1916

Leslie H. Barrett— 1917
Ida L. Curtis— 1919
Thomas Hendricks— 1921

Herbert Reynolds— ^23
Clifton C. Pearson— 1925
Samuel L. Haworth— 1929
Eugene J. Coltrane— 1931

Joseph H. Peele— 1932
Elbert D. Newlin— 1947
Paul T. Osborne— 1953
Francis Carrier— 1955
Millard H.Jones— 1956

James D. Reinhardt— 1966

James W. Thompson— 1968

Buford V. Frye— 1969
Edith Lebrato Shepherd— 1969

Assistant Pastor

Eldon O. Harzman— 1971

Charles R. Adams— 1978
Stephen W. Wood— 1981

John H. Sides— 1984

* The date notes the beginning year.
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Visiting Friends

Friends VisitingDeep River Meeting

2-1779, Abraham Griffith, Radnor M.M., Chester Co., Pa.

5-1781, Abel Thomas, Pa. ; Amos Lee, companion.

7-1784, James Iddings, Darby M.M.; Elisha Kirk, companion

1-1785, Hugh Judge, Wilmington, Del., and Isaac Jacobs, Ches-

ter Co., Pa.

2-1 786, John Townsend, London Qtly. Mtg.

2-1786, Mark Reeves, Greenwich, N.J.

5-1786, Margaret Cook, New Garden, Chester Co., Pa.

Mary Parrish and Daniel Matthews, companions.

5-1787, Richard and Thomas Titus, Westbury, L.I.

1 1-1787, Wm. Jackson, New Garden, Chester Co., Pa.

Warner Mifflin, Duck Creek, Kent Co.

Norris Jones and Sarah Harrison, Philadelphia

Lydia Hoskins, Burlington, N.J.

Sarah Metcalf, Pasquotank M.M.

10-1789, Job Scott, Smithfield, Providence, New England

James Ladd, Va.

11-1 789, Jonathan Wright and Richard Ridgeway, Hopewell, Va.

2-1790, Joseph Potts andJohn McKim, Gwynedd, Pa.

2-
1 79 1 , Joseph Lawton, New England

8-1791, John Simpson, Bucks Co., Pa.

A Century Later (halfas many years but many more visitors: 32 to 20)

1-1878, Daniel H. Martin, Honey Creek M.M., Iowa.

5- 1 878, Emily E. Drake, Purchase M.M., New York.

7-1878, Nereus M. Hodgin, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
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1 1-1878, Sarah H. Goddard, Vassalboro M.M.

Susan Rattleff, Missiscinery [sp?] M.M.
12-1878, Charles M. Jones, Litchfield M.M., West Gardiner,

Maine.

1-1879, Nathan Douglas, Durham, Maine.

James R.Jones, Dublin, Wayne Co., Indiana.

1 1-1879, Jonn Barker, Westfield, M.M., Hamilton Co., Indiana.

Nathan S. Davis and wife, Sally Ann Davis, East Branch

M.M., Indiana.

Thomas E. Henley and companion, Willis White, Hope-

well M.M., Henry Co., In.

John Folger, Ridge Farm M.M., Pilot Grove, 111.

James Harvey, Poplar Grove M.M., Hamilton Co., In-

diana.

(note: this was Yearly Meeting time in North Carolina)

9-1880, Rachel Binford, Maryville, M.M., Lost Creek Q. Mtg.,

Tenn.
1-1881, Ervin G. Tabor, Friendsville M.M., Tenn.

10-1881, Jesse McPherson, Maryville M.M., Tenn.

William L. Wilson, Centre M.M.
1 1-1881, Nathan D. Perry, Toledo M. M., Kansas.

3-1882, Sarah J. Bundy, West Union M.M., Morgan Co., In-

diana.

7-1882, Nathan D. Perry, Toledo M.M., Kansas.

9-1882, Penelope Gardner, Kansas.

9- 1 883, Isabel White, Piney Woods M.M.
1-1884, Joseph Moore, Whitewater M.M., Richmond, Ind.

Joseph Hockett, wife Elizabeth, Plainfield M.M., Hend-
ricks Co., Ind.

9-1884, Franklin Meredith, Sugar Plain M.M., Indiana (also

wife, Asenath).

William G.Johnson, Plainfield M.M., Indiana.

Lancaster J. Moore, Woodland M.M., N.C.

10-1884, George C. Wood, Woodland M.M. (intention of mar-

riage to Julia Fiske Mendenhall of Deep River).
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Friends in Deep River, Concerned to Visit Other Meetings

9-
1 778, John Unthank, to Eastern Meetings; Hezekiah Sanders,

companion.

8-1780, David Brooks, "to Pennsylvania and farther north-

ward," Seth Coffin, companion.

12-1 780, Barnabas Coffin, "to Nantucket in New England."

8-1781, Obed Barnard and Joseph Laton, to Nantucket.

9-
1
78 1 , Moses Mendenhall, to Yearly Meeting in Philadelphia.

8-1782, David Brooks, to "meetings in Virginia as far as Hope-
well. Joel Danders, companion.

9-1782, Aaron Mills, to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. Manlove

Wheeler, companion.

7-
1 783, Francis Bernard; Mathew Macey, companion.

12-1783, Obediah Harris, to Virginia.

2-1 785, David Brooks, to Maryland and Pennsylvania; compan-
ion, John Talbot.

10-1785, David Brooks, to "Friends Southwardly and other de-

nominations in those parts."

12-1 786, David Brooks, to "our Quarterly Meeting."

1 -
1 79 1 , John Talbot, to Philadelphia.

A Century Later (halfas many years covered but almost as many "concerned

Friends" 20 to 18.)

9-1878, James T. Elliott, concerned to visit the meetings and

families of Western Quarterly Meeting, also the poor-

houses and prisons of Chatham and Alamance Coun-
ties.

1-1879, Lucy Horney to Back Creek and others as way opens.

Eleanor Henley to go as a companion; David Henley

was "willing to accompany my wife."

Sarah Barker, concerned to visit "the meetings and fam-

ilies of Friends and others in the limits of Southern,

Western, New Garden and some in Deep River Quar-

ters."

Daniel Barker; "believed it right for him to stand re-
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signed to visit Friends and others in the limits of New
Garden and Deep River Quarters."

9-1879, James T. Elliott, "to visit the meetings and families of

Friends and others, in New Garden, Deep River and a

part of Western Quarters." Aaron Elliott and Henry
Davis offered to go as companions.

4-1880, Daniel Barker "informed this meeting that he felt his

mind drawn towards friends of Philadelphia."

9- 1 880, Daniel Barker drawn toward friends and others in verge

of Deep Creek.

1-1881, Nereus M. Barker concerned to visit Southern and

Western Quarterly Meetings.

Sophia Barker, concerned to visit Deep River, Eastern

and Contentnea Quarters. A committee appointed to

"fit her out."

6-1881, Daniel Barker, to Deep River Monthly Meeting and

New Garden Quarter.

7-1882, Daniel Barker, to Baltimore Yearly Meeting.

9-1882, Dougan Henley, to Deep Creek Monthly Meeting and

"to visit particularly the aged and infirm at their homes."

David Henley, companion.

9-1884, Elihu E. Mendenhall, "soon to make a social visit to

friends in Indiana and of attending Indiana and West-

ern Yearly Meetings" asked for a Minute as an Elder.
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Reasons Given for Disownment

At one time or another the following "complaints" were made
against members of Deep River Meeting, according to the monthly

meeting Minutes:

— has accomplished (her) (his) marriage contrary to our disci-

pline

— deviating from plainness and not attending meetings

— attending a place ofdiversion (recreation) and taking part in it

— absconded and left his affairs unsettled

— accepting and acting in the office of a member of the State

Legislature (10-3-1822)

— forsaking his wife and leaving the country in the company of

another woman
— accomplished her marriage contrary to our Discipline and

likely to have a child too soon after marriage

— quarreling, using bad language, and being concerned in horse

racing

— having carnal knowledge of spouse before marriage

— commencing a suit at law without permission of the meeting
— living with another man's wife as his own
— not fulfilling his engagements
— committing fornication

— voluntarily offering to serve in the military service

— trading in spiritous liquor and hiring a slave

— charged with being the father of an illegitimate child

— using bad language and spreading a scandalous report against

a member of our Society

— absconding and leaving his debts unsettled and not living with

his wife

— enlisting as a regular soldier

— harboring and concealing a slave

— striking his fellow creature
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— going to a woman's house at an unseemly hour in the night

— unbecoming behavior and profane language

— neglect of attendance of our meeting and for challenging a

member for a fight

— being out of unity with a member and for threatening an

injury upon his person

— mustering
— taking too much strong drink
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Some Recollections of a Ten
Years' Stay at Deep River

by Arthur E. Ledbetter

My first definite impressions of Deep River neighborhood were

received thirty-four years ago when my father, with his family,

moved into the community (around 1874).

Among the older inhabitants then living were William and Sarah

Beard, Elijah and Sarah Cartland, David and Eleanor Henley,

Henry and Anna Davis, Nereus and Oriana Mendenhall, Nathan
and Rebecca Gossett, Charles and Lucy Horney, George and Sallie

Williams, Isaac and Eliza Beeson, David and Ruth Wheeler, Ste-

phen and Elizabeth Horney, Joel and Luzena Chipman, Erasmus

and Sarah Stewart, Madison and "Polly" Frederick, Elihu and Abi-

gail Mendenhall, Cornelius and Miriam Carter, Paris and Roxanna
Benbow, Gideon and Asenath Cox, "Tommy" and "Polly" White,

Bolivar and Nellie Richardson, Mahala Beard, Delphina, Minerva

and Judith Mendenhall, Daniel Barker, Aaron Elliott, James Grif-

fin, Zebulon and Wilson Hiatt, Beeson Armfield, Henry Ledbetter,

William Wheeler, Jesse Reid, Green Thrift andJohn Young.

A middle aged and younger class included Phebe Briggs, Nathan

and Laura Wright, William and Sarah Reid, Alpheus and Corinna

Mendenhall, Joe B. White, Obed Thrift, Fernando, Abbie, Herbert

and Ed Cartland, Samuel Mendenhall, Marion Williams, Alpheus

and Leonidas Wheeler, Rufus and Romulus Welborn, Wyatt and

Jennie Armfield, Isaac and Mary White, George Gossett, Jimmie
Elliott, Stephen Davis, Isaac Robinson, Nathan Spencer, DaveJack-
son, Jim Young and many others. There was a prodigious number
of children and young people, but among them very few family

names that have not already been mentioned. Nearly all of the

entire list were members of the Society of Friends.

One of the most interesting features of the community was the
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school-house. During all the winter months the old building was

fairly crowded with pupils— some bent on learning and not a few

on fun. The walls were garnished with maps and charts. The
former were for the benefit of the geography class. They contained

no letters whatever, the location of the cities, towns, etc., being

indicated by figures of different sizes and colors. The charts were

for the classes in writing and drawing. They were black, with white

letters — white figures of children, trees, etc. One, in beautiful

script, bore the legend, "Any one who can learn to write can learn to

draw."

The teachers, from year to year, about in the order given, were

Sophronia Elliott, Franklin Davis, Mary E. Mendenhall, Micajah

Henley, Cordelia Reynolds, Retta Mendenhall and Samuel A. Hoo-

ver. They were all good; some excellent.

The exercises of the day began with a scripture lesson, not in-

frequendy followed by prayer. Sometimes visiting ministers held

services with the school. The attendance of midweek meetings was

optional with the pupils. The entire school, once a day, was resolved

into a big spelling class. Half of the afternoon of Sixth Day was, as a

rule, devoted to reading compositions and saying pieces.

My first attendance of First Day School was in the old meeting

house and my first teacher, here, Dr. Nereus Mendenhall. Our class

was interesting without being scholarly. To illustrate, one of our

number, the "champion" perhaps, in his way, was once called upon
to read. He began stammering, "When — when the — when the

bread — when the bread crumb— when the bread crumb came,"

upon which the Dr. assisted him by saying, "not bread crumb,

bridegroom."

One of the most popular First Day School superintendents was

Samuel Mendenhall, who never seemed quite satisfied with fewer

than a hundred scholars. At the close of the "review" we would go,

practically en masse, to William Beard's well to get a drink, re-

turning in time for meeting, which always closed with a handshake.

During meetings things would sometimes happen to occasion

laughter, especially amongst us giddy youngsters. On one occasion

a visiting minister, sitting on the highest seat of the old meeting

house gallery, "solidly" opened up by striking his head against a

wooden beam that supported the joists, while another varied his
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exercises by battling fiercely with a wasp settling dangerously near

his head.

In the new meeting house we would sometimes be diverted by the

grimaces of "Tommy Lee," Aunt Delphina's little cross-eyed col-

ored boy, who usually occupied the gallery with her.

At this time the pastoral system, so called, was scarcely dreamed
of in North Carolina Yearly Meeting, but Deep River seemed not to

suffer in consequence. Under the preaching of Fernando and

Abbie Cartland, the teaching of Nereus Mendenhall, the testi-

monies and exhortations of Aaron Elliott, David Henley, Charles

and Lucy Horney, and a score of others, the religious activities of

the meeting were at high tide — the midweek meetings were well

attended, tract readings were held from home to home on First Day
afternoons during a great portion of the year, and a flourishing

temperance meeting was held once a month.

It was also the custom to provide for protracted series of evangel-

istic meetings once or twice a year. These meetings were generally

attended by visiting ministers, among whom were noted from time

to time Allen Jay, CharlesJones, Nathan Douglass, Sarah Goddard,

Mary Moore, James Jones, Jesse McPherson, Dr. Ellis, Dr. Young
and Albert Peele.

The form of worship which prevailed in the days of the old

meeting house has passed forever. The men, then, usually wore

their hats throughout the service. Instead of kneeling during pray-

ers the congregation arose in a body and stood with bowed heads,

their backs turned to the gallery, and no member of the audience

ever endorsed a petition by a vocal "amen." A minister moved to

speak generally indicated his or her "concern" by quietly removing

the hat or bonnet, which was carefully replaced as soon as the

"service" was performed. Instrumental music, in a Quaker meet-

ing, could not then have been imagined, neither an "acceptable"

song, only under immediate and "divine" direction.

A goodly number of Deep River women wore the "regulation"

plain bonnet, and at the time ofQuarterly Meeting this number was

increased by detachments from other neighborhoods. The full

aesthetic effect of this bonnet cannot be recalled, but it is certain

that in the gallery, at least, its influence was to heighten the win-

someness of the wearer— each radiant face in its silken environ-

ment, gleaming like ajewel in its casket.
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In those days ready-made clothing wasjust beginning to be worn.

Commonly the material was bought from the stores and the suits

made up by the women at home. The men's and boy's shoes were

also homemade, each supplied with a loud squeaker, and the noises

they made in coming down the uncarpeted aisles after meeting had

"set" are not to be forgotten.

The personnel of the community included a multitude of unique

and interesting characters. The very old men were "uncle" Jimmie
Griffin, "uncle" Daniel Barker and "uncle" Joel Chipman. One of

the most conspicuous elderly men, by reason of the neatness of his

dress and the politeness of his manners, was Stephen Horney.

A very noticeable man of a younger generation was Stephen

Davis. He wore a Van Dyke beard, a very heavy black mustache, a

suit of store clothes, and a white felt hat, setjauntily to one side.

The tallest man of the neighborhood was George Gossett, who
was further distinguished by his unperturbed and imperturbable

good nature, never exhibiting a show of ill humor, no matter what

the provocation.

Another familiar character was William, popularly known as

"Billy," Beard. He possessed a strong and well knit frame, but

walked with a little stiffness and a slight stoop. He was a hard

worker, an excellent mechanic, a splendid gardener and the grave

digger for the surrounding country. He was one of the best neigh-

bors and was highly regarded by the community in general. He was

full of quaint humor, was somewhat given to controversy and was

exceedingly apt to "get the laugh" on an opponent in an argument.

On one occasion George Gossett bantered him by incautiously

remarking, "Billy, I have never seen anything particularly solemn

about a graveyard. I could lie down in a graveyard, at night, and go

to sleep there." To this Billy replied, with an air of authority,

"George, ye might lie down in a graveyard, at night, and ye might

go to sleep there, but it is my opinion that ye'd go to sleep a heap

quicker somewhere else."

Of the young men Franklin Davis bore the distinction of being

the only college graduate, while the Mendenhall young women
were the only ones who had been "off north" to school.

Of the youngest set, Gurney Elliott was the gayest and most

popular "beau." Clark Mendenhall was the best baseball player;

Henry Briggs the finest singer; John Briggs the most successful
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hunter and fisherman; while Alph Briggs was conspicuous in the

performance of the useful and the helpful things — particularly

such as were disagreeable or dangerous. If there were a tall tree to

be "topped," a heavy building to be "raised," a vicious horse to be

"handled," a bee-hive to be "robbed," a mad dog to be "run down"
and slain, a surgical wound to be dressed, a dead body to be

shrouded, Alph Briggs was there— and that to shine.

One of the most picturesque and in many particulars the most

noble character of them all was Dr. Nereus Mendenhall. He was

tall, erect, dignified and of most commanding appearance. He was,

first a Christian, then a Quaker, then a scholar. In the power of his

intellect he strode like a giant among men. In speech and conduct

he was the fearless champion of all that was right, and the uncom-
promising foe of whatever had the appearance of evil. He had,

however, through long years of religious and philosophic abstrac-

tion, unconsciously acquired a certain austerity of manner which

sometimes obscured the gentleness of his nature, but he was re-

vered by all who knew him, and idolized by the members of his

home.
Among the outdoor sports, during the spring and early summer,

fishing and strawberrying were in vogue, while later in the season

the utilitarian "apple-peeling" constituted the popular pasttime.

These were held after dark at the neighboring farmhouses and

closed in time for a round ofgames and a feast of watermelon, cake

and cider. In the fall, corn-shuckings were in order and, while the

men raced at the compile, the women prepared the supper. When
the table was ready the carving was frequently entrusted to some
such popular but ludicrous artist as Gurney Elliott, Marcellus Car-

ter, Jule Beeson or Cy Gossett.

The indoor entertainments which may be mentioned were those

connected with the spelling matches and debates at the schoolhouse

and with the famous literary society, whose meetings were held, in

rotation, at the homes of its several members at "Champlain," at

"Locust Grove," at "Mulberry Grove," etc.

The great-hearted hospitality which characterized the commu-
nity can never be described. The house of Elihu Mendenhall, which

may be taken as a type, was at times devoted entirely to the care of

"company." Spacious barns and stables were in constant readiness
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for the horses and vehicles of visitors; the guest chambers were

furnished for solid comfort; the dining room table groaned

beneath its weight of good things and, as the company regaled

themselves, "Uncle" Elihu's and "Aunt" Abbie's cup of happiness

overflowed with its fulness.

One of the best places to visit, so, at least, the young men thought,

was the home of Dr. Mendenhall. Games of backgammon and

logomachy, delicious cake and lemonade, merry rounds of small

talk and, on departing, buttonhole bouquets of sweetest fragrance

are remembered as characteristic of those visits.

The Doctor's style of quiet humor was generally in evidence, one

little instance of which I now remember. It was in the early summer
and he had just returned from a journey of some miles into the

country. Soon after his arrival, Oriana said to him, "Nereus, did

thee see any blackberries, a-travelling around?" He replied, "I saw

some blackberries, but they appeared to be stationary."

Another popular rendezvous for the young men was "Aunt"

Delphina's library. She permitted the freest access to her books, and

spared no pains to make us easy and comfortable in her home.

Under the spell of her influence, as she moved amongst us, we
wondered if there could be a more cultured, a more graceful, a

more queenly or womanly woman in all the world.

In the course of time I fell in love with the Quakers and resolved

that with their consent I would join my lot to theirs. Accordingly, I

was visited by Elihu Mendenhall, Henry Davis and David Wheeler,

who had been appointed by the monthly meeting as a committee to

investigate the merits of my case. I was making headway with them
only moderately well, I thought, when Henry Davis suddenly re-

moved all obstruction by ascertaining, through direct questioning,

that I did not belong to any "secret society."

Finally, in 1884, I was married — to one of whom Mary Hobbs
said, on my wedding day, in an outburst of her congratulatory

excitement, "She's the best that's left at Deep River" — a dictum

which I am inclined to believe correct. (Married Cordelia Elliott,

daughter of Aaron Elliott).

Soon after this, I left the community, perhaps never to return as a

resident, but during the intervening years, as thought has reverted

to these scenes ofmy boyhood, my feelings have been affected as by
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the "Echo of exquisite music that has ceased."

Read at a Roll Call meeting held at Deep River Meeting House on Seventh

Day afternoon, 4th month 18th, 1908.
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Librarian, 30, 3

1

Library, 29, 30
Lindsay, Dr. Madison, 91

Log Hut, 53, 54
London Epistle, 30
Lowe, William, 83

Mackay, Clarence, 49
Manumission Society, 41

Marlborough County, South Carolina,

9
Material aid, in emergencies; to wid-

ows, 56
Material needs, a community concern,

58
McCracken, Martha Jane Henley, 86,

88

McPherson, Ava Louise Sheckells, 88

Meador, Ezra, 47, 48

Meeting House, new, 52

Meeting House, site, 52, 55
Members of Deep River in public ser-

vice, 105, 106

Membership, certificates, 2; all-time

high, 27
Mendenhall, Abigail, 29; teacher, 97,

98; notebook, 99; labors for Freed -

men, 101, 102

Mendenhall, Anna Hill, 96, g7, 98

Mendenhall, Annie, 107

Mendenhall, Cyrus Pegg, 105

Mendenhall, Delphina, 42, 79
Mendenhall, Elihu E., 15, 21, 95, 96,

97, 98, 99, 100, 102, 103, 104; Guil-

ford College Trustee, 80; memorial,

101

Mendenhall, Elihu and Abigail, 29

Mendenhall, George C, 18,41,79, 105

Mendenhall, Gertrude, 80

Mendenhall, James, 57, 79
Mendenhall, Mary E., 80

Mendenhall, Mary Eliza, granddaugh-

ter of Elihu, 107

Mendenhall, Mordecai, 4, 95
Mendenhall, Moses, 95
Mendenhall, Nathan, 79
Mendenhall, Nereus, Chapter 14; 89,

90,91,92,93, 100, 105

Mendenhall, Oriana Wilson, g2, 94, 96
Mendenhall, Ottis, 106

Mendenhall, Phineus, 69
Mendenhall, Richard, 65, 105

Mendenhall, Richard Junius, 92, 93
Mendenhall, Samuel, 97
Mendenhall, Stephen, 95
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Mendenhall, Thomas, 95
Methodist churches, 6

Migrations, 10, 1

1

Mills, Thomas, 3

Moon, Mary, 22

Moore, Hugh, 43
Moravians, 16

Mosley, Edward, 3

Muddy Creek Meeting, 7, 8

Mulberry leaves, 65
Music, 35

Nantucket Island, 2

Neave, David, 44
Neave, Reynolds, 44, 60

New Garden, Batde of, 38

New Garden Boarding School, 79, 102

Newlin, Elbert and Inez, 26, 27, 60

Nicholson, Dr. William, 93
North Branch Meeting, 9
North Carolina Yearly Meeting, 80;

Clerks from Deep River, 80, 118

Oak Grove Methodist Church, 81

Oath of Fidelity, 38

Ordinance of 1787, 10

Origins of immigrants, 2

Origin of names, 3

Osborne, Paul T., 27

Parker, Jessie Henley, 88

Pastoral service, beginnings of, 22

Peace Testimony of Friends, 37
Pearson, Clifton C, 25
Peele, Albert, 22

Peele House, 27, 54, 55
Peele, Joseph, 25, 26, 44
Peele, Joseph and Irma, 54
Pegg, William W., 97
Perdue, Jack, 66
Persecution of Friends, 10

Piney Grove, 8, 9
Pledge of Loyalty, 1770, 37
Poor House, 57
Pope, Estie, 106

Population, 1

Potter, Mary, 47
Potts, Joseph, 23
Prayer and Bible reading in Deep River

School, 49

Quaker Lake Camp, 36
Quaker Men, 36
Quaker Women, 36
Queries, 16

Raper, Milton, 47
Reinhardt, James and Dora, 27
Relief for Friends who suffered losses,

38
Retreat, annual, 28

Revolutionary War, 37, 38
Reynolds, Herbert, 23

Richardson, Mary, 74
Richmond County, N.C., 9
Ridge, Albert, 44
Russell, Elbert, The History ofQuakerism,

32

Sampson, David, 22

Sanders, Hezekiah, 1

3

Second school, 1828,46

Second World War, 43
Settlers, 1 ; literacy of, 46
Shenandoah Valley, 2

Shepherd, Edith Lebrato, 28

Sides, John H. and Sharon, April, Mat-

thew, Emily and Brett, 28, 113

Silkworms, 65
Sledge, Ruth Beard, 71

Smallpox, 64
Social Security, 61

Special Ministries of Deep River

Friends, 105 ff

Spelling Matches, 49
Springfield, 7
Stephenson, Dorothy Thornton, 106

Stout, Amos, 62

Stuart, Amos, 7 1 , Trustee New Garden

Boarding School, 72; portrait, 73, 74
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Stuart, Elbridge Amos, 74
Stuart, Harper, 46, 73
Stuart, Jehu and Sarah Guyer, 71

Stuart, Jehu Harlan, 72, 73, 74
Stuart, Matilda Hadley, 72

Stuart, Zimri, 79
Subjects taught at Deep River School,

49

Tarleton, Colonel, 38

Teachers, 107

Third Great Awakening, 22

Third school, 1857,46
Thompson, James and Louise, 27, 34
Thornborough, Walter, 4
Thornton, Clarence and Maude, 110,

1 1

1

Thornton, Evie Gossett, 108, 109

Thornton, Joshua, 47
Thornton, Marcella, 35
Thornton, Ralph and Winifred, 60,

109, 1 10

Thrift, Otis and Lydia, 1 1

1

Thrift, Sarah Ellen Henley, 86, 88

Tully, Alan, 12, 19

Typhoid Fever, 63, 64

Unfair Taxes, 39
Union Meeting, 7, 8

United Society of Friends Women, 36

Unthank, John, 13

Upper Reedy Fork Meeting, 2

Upping Block, 53, 55
Uwharrie River, 82

Vacation Bible School, 33
Valiant Sixties (senior citizens), 60

Visiting Friends, 12, 13, 14, 15

Wars, 37 ff

Water power, 3

Watson, Ruth Horney, 60

Wayne County, Indiana, 8

Weeks, Stephen B., 39; Southern Quak-

ers and Slavery, 1

1

Weis, Ezra F., 35
Western Quarterly Meeting author-

ized, 1778, 5
Westminster, 69
Wheeler, Cyrus J., 106

Wheeler, David, 97
Whicker family, 8

White, Bertha Briggs, 60

White, Ernest, 74
White, Spencer, 44
Wiley, William, 106

Williams, Mary Henley, 86, 88

Wilson, Joseph, 62

Wilson, Mittie Jackson, 108

Winchester, Virginia, 2

Women's Meetings, 65

Wood, Stephen and Starr, 28, 106

Woody, Mary C, 22

Worrall, Arthur, 19

Worship, 5

Worth, Rhoda, 47, 48

Wright, Billy, 47

Young Friends, 34
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Cecil E. Haworth has been a pastoral minister for more than six decades.

He grew up among the Friends of the Boise Valley Quarterly Meeting in

Idaho. A graduate of William Penn College, he earned advanced degrees

from New York Theological Seminary and Boston University.

His longer pastorates include the College Avenue Meeting, Oskaloosa,

Iowa; High Point and Jamestown (where he is pastor at the present time)

in North Carolina. Shorter pastorates were Bloomfield and Iowa Falls in

Iowa; Milton-on-Hudson, West Branch, and Poplar Ridge in New York;

Central City in Nebraska; and Carthage in Indiana.

Cecil Haworth has served in a number of capacities with Friends. He
served on the Board of Christian Education of the Five Year Meeting

(now Friends United Meeting) from 1937-1950, being chairman the last

five years, and on special assignment for the Board to Cuba and Jamaica
in 1941 and 1952. He has been member and chairman of various com-

mittees of North Carolina Yearly Meeting: Literature (over thirty years);

Recording of Ministers, Pastor Meeting Relations, and the Publications

Board.

Cecil Haworth and Esta Bedford were married in 1928. Three children

have blessed their home: Howard H., married to Patricia Garrison; Mar-

jorie, Mrs. Darrell Blair; and Beverly, Mrs. Richard Kemp. There are six

grandchildren: Ellen Haworth Boardman (Mrs. Gregory) and Lucy

Haworth, 'Jeb" and George Blair, and "Rick" and Scott Kemp.
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